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"Greenwich Vitiate’. scene that
find.. a number or Damon RunTen One characters scattered
across the set The chorus member,, portra-, the array of villagers, unlike past Years. tt here
the chorus dressed alike and
peclormed all the same routines.
The chorus consists of Dick
Thomas, Diana Diseher, Lila Gin.,
Stella Armento, Marlene Tipton.
Lynne Bronst, Rose Fends, Karla
Linden. Donna Acuff, Connie
Maxwell, Cheryl Del Biaggio. Jay
Mickles. Harold Hancock, Wayne
Abbey, Fred Brooks, Ed Tryk.
Pete Carnegie. Barbara Tayntor
and 11 J Tedford.
By DI( K
ORIGINAL SONGS
Coach
Bronzan unveils tlic Ncti edition ot tlw San hi,: State
Fourteen original songs were
Spartan grid machine in the annual Spring Bowl game to be played in
-written for the production by Jim
the Stadium at 3 p.m. today. The squad, I strong, %yin he divided into ’
Kason, producer of last year’s
. a Blue and a White team for the game.
show The songs include both the
Fans can evect to see one of the hest played and most explosive
lyrics and words. Dick Tash, acoffensive games in recent years. The passing attack, which has been
companist for the chorus, is handllacking in the Golden Raider grid machine in recent years. returns
ing all the arrangerneete
The ehoreograPhY for the
with a potential that could run
dauce routines is under the dithe score of the game into asrection of Roberta Boone Her
tronomical figures
Job has been to leach the dance
Bronzan said IPIVe are short
routine’. %%filch she Made tip
on experience. hut we bae
herself. to the arious chorus
more desire this spring than
members.
we have had in the last several
Seri pt...f.orcOn. thee rtnee"’ woo
year..." He said that there v. ill
Golcii,
Pearey
anti
Mary
Carol
,ii-authorcil by Jim Dunn. studbe ten players completely new
will
perienced
en
mp-rounsrelors,
ern producer-director and his as.
to the STS system in the start- lead buzz sessions on camp safe:,,tan!, Jim Houston. Bob Weiss
ing line-up.
3:30 o’clock
this
afternoon
at
ty
ii SO helped with the script writThe game will be played as a eon in Room 8 of the Women’s Gym.
ing, but had to drop out, due ti)
, plete contest under actual game Virginia Moore, chairman for the
lack of time
’ ccnditions rather than in sepal.- , meeting, announced today.
ROOKIE WORRIES
’ ate halts as it was last year. With They will discuss the kinds of
The plot of the production deals
a squad of 51, the coaches have accidents most common on hikes
with a bookie, played by Berbeen able to give more individual and in camp. what the counselor
nie Gardner The bookie is tryattention to the players. The should do when an accident ocing to put his daughter through
added attention has paid off in curs, how much first-aid knoe
school He also is struggling with
the development of key players ledge a counselor is expected te
the problem of not letting his
to replace Men lost from last have, and how to make camp
daughter find mit about his unyear’s squad
safe
lawful
dealings. When two strangSTAFF PLEASED
ers criter the scene the whole
Bronzan, who has announced le
Collegiate Christian Fellowship, Latory
Ls. threes., into rhAn,
will retire after the 1956 sea
iiiter-denominational c a,m put
Others who have a hand in
Greeks To Combine
said The coaching staff is ,!
group. will hold its annual Spring the
production are Barney Mcmuch pleased with the progrc,
Friday at 7 p.m. at Hay- Carthy.
The Homecoming Committee. Banquet
business manager: Ken
: We have made and we feel that following
enly
Foods,
Sharon
Lighty,
publicmajority
opinion
Dean,
Assistant hUsiness managwe can offer the fans a good hard of Greek theorganizations, an- ity chairman, announced last
er: Julie Boyer, set designer.
game of football today."
that Greeks will com- week
and Sherman Blass. stage manCaptains for the game will be nounced
"This evening of good food, alter and art constructor. Ad
bine
for
the
Homecoming
Pa! center Roland Logan, a rugged rade of 19%. according to it’ood fun, and good fellowship viser
for the production is Ted
200 pounder from Honolulu, for
McCarthy. Homecoming has always been CCF’s top meet- Balgooyen. assistant professor
- the Whites and Jim Craig, a 200 Jerry
ing
of
the
year,"
according
to
Committee chairman
of Speech. Dunn slated that
(Continued on Page 71
The drawing for pairing will Miss Lighty.
Italgooyen has Men an inspiraTickets
for
the
semi-formal
afhe held today at 2 p in in the
tion to the group and as adviser.
fair
may
be
reserved
from
Nis
Union,
Student
he lia given the group the intLighty, CV 3-9930, at $2 25 per pciUs it needed to put on the
person.
show.

Gridders To Perform
In Spring Bowl Game

Camp Safety
Buzz Session

CONSTRUCTION 1VORK PROGRESSES on the
new Science Wing, to be completed about Febrnary, 1957. Here workmen are fitting the forms
for the ground floor of the new structure. ( urrently the nails are being poured. For further

information on the construction program current.
ly in progress and proposed for the next five
years, see the first page of the second section
of today’s Spartan Daily (page 9).
photo by Hankins.

Candidates for Song Girl
Jobs To Try Out Today

Girls’ Glee
To Perform
tryout
CoUl:
Presidents.
ƒ
Forty-three girls will
cut
for song girl positions today at the presal. :ong girls and
First Show
the annual Spring Bowl game. girls. Judging will be based on
f.

Song girl candidates must be at
Spartan Stadium at 2 o’clock. according to Gary Waller, Rally
Committee chairman. In the event
It rains today the tryouts will be
held in Morris Dailey Auditorium
at 2:30 p m.
The prospective song girls will
he judged by members of the
Rally Committee, the Student
Council, Chief Justice of the Stud-

Officer List Deadline

poise, personality, rhythm and
style,
Candidates will be cut to 20
by today balloting; those left
will be judged tomorrow. The
Thursday tryouts will be held at
3:30 p m. in Morris Dailey. The
Student Body is invited to both
tryouts.
Candidates for the song girl
position are Cindy Kline, Sylva
Sprouse. Linda Coleman, Jane
Battle, Connie Maxwell, Dorothy
Fairburte Joyce Schaefer, Anne
Beeman, 131anchc Fritzen, Pat

All campus organizatioes are
Jeri Bullock, Rosemary Masrequire t3 submit a list of officers prior to noon tomorrow. troliiii, Mickey Simonet, Carole
hese lists should be filed with Colombo, Gerrie Dorsa, Marion
11.1%1 Alm, ASIR receptionist, Brugnone, lbbi Thum, Marlene Brandin. Fran Zupanovich,
in the Student Union.
.’ttly organization m loch fails Kathy Ogilvie, Bonnie Soc, Stanto compl, with the request may la Halstead, Mary Lou Benson.
Audrey Bilbrcy, Shirley Smiti,
Lice prosecution In the Student Jackelean
Burton, Arlene Ph..
t’ourt.
lips, Chris Richards, Kitty
Jan Russo. Carolyo Kirby. Sandie Trainor. Marilyn Goodell,
1 Gent Kaer, Nancy Nettleman,
Helen Pincus, Clairene niChtiriO,
eobble Marsh. Claire Curran. AlGerry Winn. Ginni Bi
Donna Acuff. Carol Cruder.
Dr. E. W Clements announced
.1aƒ
It:,
ale’.
and Aona 11-11
three new interviews with representatives of employe-seeking
companies for May 9-10
The Camp Fire Girls will h.o..
a representative on campus today AWS Meeting
seeking permanent field directors
,t German student from %%Band directors for summer employ- low Glen High School will speak
Pharmaceutical at
ment. Ortho
today’s meeting Of .WS 11,r
Corp. eeeks salesmen on iarnme topic
It ill be the difference
today also
German education and
May 10. representatives froe, hetneen
of the I S. The meeting
Cole Management Consultent: that
will be lick’
1.30 o’vlotis iii
will interview -possible sales train- Room 117. al
ees and production management
personnel.

Representatives
Seek Employes

song_s
Debussy, Brahms..I(:
ome Kern, Sigmuinct Romberi.a.
Richard Rodgers, Irving Fine and
Mozart will highlight the
!campus performance of the Si
Women’s Glee Club which is scheduled for tomorrow evening in
the Concert Hall The concert
i will begin at 8:15 o’clock.
Assisting the choral group will
be a two-piano team of Merriene
Ballard and Clare Wigg. Frederick Loadwick, assistant professor of music, will direct the group
of 44 girls.
The Women*: Glee Club is a
new choral group on the campus
, this year
The concert is open to the publie and there will be no admission
charge.

Seniors To Hear
Dr. Irene Palmer

On thc Now-, lett, proshietion of Revelries, will open a fivenight
run 1. .morrow c:vening at 8.1i o’clock tn Morris Dailey Auditorium
Marion Brugnonc and Frank Davidson v.ill play the leading role:
f.ir the musical. Miss Brugnone will play the part of Ann Seddelmeir,
the toy maker’s daughter.
Davidson will take the part of j Forbes Robinson, a treoon
manufactures toys.

Others in the cast include Cron:
- - --1 Thush
as "Shorty the Shade";
Stephens. Emma SeddelReed Sales Nancy
mein Bernie Gardner, Jake Sedrielineir Grant Salzman, Alex
Chase; Benda Camicia. Berneice
Bob Montilla. Professor
Begin Today Fenny;
Schultz; waiter and office boy:
Dave Schmitt, "Exactly Wright:"
Suzy Zingler. Wilson :aid Bob
robot.
On Campus Gordon,
The show Villt open nith a

- No. 131

Front Drawing Board and Budget to Realitj

Revelries To Open
Run Tomorrow

The 1955-56 edition of 5.15’ annual literary magazine, Reed, 1
went on sale early this morning.
The magazine, selling for 25 cents, ,
contains 10 short stories and 16 !
poems--all student written
Those intending to purchase a
copy are urged to do 63 immediately as the supply is limited
Only 900 copies of the magazine
have been printed.
The magazine may be pro’
cured from salesmen under the
library arch, or in the square
adjacent to the boon, et onornies
building.
Featured in the publication are
a &tither of the top Phelan
Award wInninc stories and poems.
The cover displays a geometrical. red, modernistic design by
Carl Bergren
This yesr, according to the
aook’s editor, Jim Leigh, the issue has more IXtgetƒ than Previous
ones. and spells a new type-face
on a larger page
Of Interest to all students
should be the story by George
Valls Bacon, "Letter to .1eselepius." nhich is a satirical comment on the American culture:
and an essay 11,y Laura llughes
titled "Kaleldvseope." which
treats prIntarilr the French attitude leward .,american tourbits.
"A: the Railhead," a alert story
Leigh, is the tale of a jazz
..losieian who finally makes the
grade, and then wonders if it is
worth it.
Included in the poetry contributions is a full page or ,0/11("s by
Edith Alcock.

CCF Schedules
Spring Banquet

Eta Mu Pi
To Hold Fete

Lta Mu In. the national bo.
ary merchandising frater:.
will hold a barbecue this altel noon from 3 to 8 o’clock at the
Club Almaden, according to Warren Enos, fraternity president.
At the barbecue, Jack Holland.
associate professor of business
will present the first annual Wail
Street Journal Award to the top
graduating business administration or marketing student in San
Jose State.
The student is selected on the
folleeving erounds: (11) contribution to the college. (2) contributions to the community, (3) schol
astic attainment. and (4) chance:
for business success after graduation
In addition. the fraternitS? svill
have an election of officers
Dinner NVill be served at 5 ao
p.m., and everyone attending
arketi In bring his own utense
and plates.

scowl-, attending Senior Briefing toniorrow in Morrie Dailey.
Auditorium will hear Dr Irene
Volleyball
Palmer, professor of P. E. and .
Education, speak on the academic
Co-flee. assisted by
n(.,
heraldry of caps and iaowns.
reational Leadership
The seniors, during the 11:30 Class. will sponsor an all
a.m. meeting. will see as well as volieyball tournament tonight.
hear. the hi:itory of the colorsi The tournament will be played
and hoods of the caps and gowns. in the Women’s Gym. It wifl be
A film of a former commence- a "round robin" affair with trooient program will be shown to phies and certificates being
illustrate what the tentor: may awarded.
expert June 8 Slides showing the I The toornament will lake the
various degrees and colors from place of the regular Co-Rae meetother colleges also will be shown,i ing, with the action slated for
,:ccording to Dr. Palmer.
7-30 o’clock.

Co-Rec

IA. ,lim Dunn. N1arion Itrugnone
RENITA (
and Grant salrenan (I,. to R.) demonstrate one of
pro.
the featured numbers in "On the Nose."
.tuition of Retelries. This selection anti more will
be tirMff1 tomorrow night in Morris Dailey Au .
ditorium, when a five-das run opens. Curtain time
is 5-.15 o’tlot k. miss Brugnone will portray the

’,male had in this tear’s show. She will play the
part of the toy nialier. daughter. Ann Sedriclmeir.
Dunn is dire. lor profile er for the show and is
one of the two authors, eho unite the script
for the show. "On the Nose." marks the 2fith
production of the student produced and directed
show.
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Coed’s Summer Fashions
Feature ’Feminine Look’
short. alai batti,ng aaita
Jewelry will be light, In abun: al
C Alms will be tie mamslay of dance and colorful. Bracelets ol
evcry fashion wise co-ed’ ward many hues and large earrl.sgs wIi
I be "entirely correct"
robe this summer.
Whether the young girl pains
a summer of traveling In Europa
cr working in an office right in
her home town she will be able ta
select fashions which are inexpetutive, attractive and ea-tat to
Iron
Many of "la eastial summer ;
fashiens are twirl/ deaigned in
rayon and acetate materials I t
make them more creaste resistant
and easier to iron. The old !lianaby broadcloth and lawn dresse,
will be popular again this year
Checks, stripes. and polka dal,
tail! be the keynotes in wornea’s
summer creations
The pretty "little girl" feminine look which has been so praminent during the early spring dab’
will carry through to summer
styles Summer creations will be
trimmed with delicate lace and
many tiny pleats. Bows and rick
rack also will help t., emphasize
the demure look
Most of the summer dresses
-will feature full skirt:
When going to an afternoon tea
or an evening party the young
miss will have a variety of "dress
up" styles from which to select
her outfit:. The slim sheath dress
with the mandarin collar and
chinese loop buttons will lend the
"Far Eastern" look to many dressy
occasions this season
For those who prefer a slightly
less sophisticated style designers
have introduced the "Far Eastern"
look in full-skirted creations
As any fashion-conscious girl
A SWISS MOVEMENT print
knows. the quickest way to give that is something to yodel about
a wardrobe a lift is with accesso- is shown in the dress modeled
ries. A new hat will definitely
by Dawn Ewing. The two-piece
add spice to last summer’s fash- dress gives the illusion of unity
ions Summer hats are destined
through the slim bodice. (halkbe larger than this spring’s hat,
s% hite pique and tic-rac trim the
have been. Not only will hats be
neckline and hem. with a stink
worn for dress-up occasions. but
self-belt tying at the front.
manufactures have created many
This summer fashion comes
styles of toppers to be worn with from Blum’s.
I:

fa. %Ha VA%

outs

mutter April
tiered us second
under
24, 1534 at Sun Jose. Calif
the Oct of March 3. 1879 Mambo.
Colitotrao Newspaper eutaoinri As
*ovation.
Published doily by the Associated
Students of Siin lose Snit, College
except Saturday oad Sundly. during
rhe colleg yew with one issue during
ouch tinol rurninotion periA
Editor
flephone
(Ypres, I 64
’al, Est 210 Advertising Dept fi
21
Subscriptions assented only.on a
irernoinderof school year basis In fulr
semester. $3
in Spring semester
Si 50.
Pr*st of Me Santo Clara Journal
1440 Fr ’,Alin Sr Fvulta ClAro Calif
Editor
JERRI LEE HUNT
Business Manager
HARRY SAGE
Day Editor
JANET BilUCE

stripe coat is worn by Dick Thomas (right) user
a gaucho shirt of nylon and wool. The hat is
of dark gra> straw with 3 lighter gray band.
Wayne Abbey (far right) is shoon in a Hong
Kong bush outfit. It is very cool, made of Visrose. silk and cotton. The aVat’atitt and beige
striped shirt has trim to ntatch the outfit. The
shoes match too, being a slub denim with rubber
soles. The first too models are wearing cloths
from Mosher’s for Men, the others are front
Harris and Frank. Brooks, Thomas and Abbey
are in the Retelries production of "On the Nose."
photos by Starr and Hawkins

A THREE-BUTTON. cotton. hat League blazer
is modeled by Owen Babcock (far left). The
slacks are worsted flannel, Ivy League. which
means a back-strap and no pleats. Fred Brooks
left) is modeling a pale blue, cotton and Dacron
cord !Nit. It features the Is League look and
extremely cool for summer. A graa tweed-

New Blends, Colors, Styles
To Be Seen In Men’s Fashions
By DAWN EWING
a cunt, as ting, an l s, metimes
Washable. Lightweight. More i gaudy, plaid coat
comfort. Blended fabrics. These
With the fyy-League fashions
and other features will be dis- still the rage from coast ta
played in almost every suit, shirt, coast. the buttons are going
pair of slacks, socks. ties, shoes, higher and multiplying It won’t
belts, coats. hats and even watch be too long before the fourth
bands this summer.
button will appear on t’te genAmericans. and especially Cali- tlemen’s coats, and don’t throw
your
double-breasted
suits
fornians, are becoming more
awaythey’re eomlng back!
clothes conscious every day They
The three-seasan suit ia becoming mare popular than ever.
With a blend of half %coil and half
silk, the hot summer days will
be much mare enjoyable this year
This summer %y in see more The carter vent is still correct
with side vents and slanting packBermuda shorts than ever before Those who thought them eta all right if yau want your
a -passing fancy" had better fashion higa.
take another look at the passYou will Sc th2 latest and
ing parade and they will sea loudest of b x1ik
desigus in
that they are here la stay for jackets. The new finely woven
a little while The shorts are
fabrics aqow much, more ventsporting a Da-ron and rayan ila-ion this summer. Flannelblend. for coolness,
finish jackets will be featured
I
Plaid Bermudas. for instance , with two or three butaan models.
black and white, will be seen with Extremely 1.ghtweight fabrics, for
eanary yellow Bermuda shirts and instance, a screen-plail cotton
black seeks. Red shorts will be jacket weihing one pound, will
featured with a soft gold shirt be seea as will the 100% cashand plaid socks. while avacado- mere plaids
colored shirts will be worn with
New rayon weaves, shadoW
avacado-and-black plaid shoets
plaid linens. coler-nub linens
and yellow socks.
and Italian nubbed silks will
Another common sight will be make up the summer-weight
solid-colored shorts, black for exsport coat ty ardrobe They’re
ample, with so ks to match aa
feather light and porus in w hite

and two dozen colors. The "mix
’n match". crave has rubbed off
on the men for this item and
the price is right at under $18.
At the country club, party or
vacation
resort,
feather-light
rayons, Dacron blends and imported silks will be featured in
this summer’s tuxedos and dinner jackets.
The dressy-dress will be seen
in frosty white and parfait colors. An added feature: they are
more stain resistant than ever!
Ourraberbands and cumbervests
are still popular in matching,
ccntrasting and plaid colors.
Horizontal
pin-stripes
with
verticle bands of color will be
seen on the same shire, this summer This style, horizontal stripes,
was introduced to the American
men last summer after an absence of about fifty years It’s
much more colorful, this time
around, with lots of style added
to make it interesting.
"East is east, and west is west,
etc etc. etc " couldn’t be more
wrong, this summer. with all due
respect to Mr Kipling. Not only
have the twain met, but they’re
wearing twain fashions
They
combine a fine masculine dignity
with a variety of fresh and colorful patterns Far East cotton ties,
washable of course, have acquired gaudy stripes.

56 West Santa Cla-a St.
between Erst and Market
Sa.t Jo-,e
and buttons all the way down
the back .
photo

We’re changing the
shape of America

by Steinrelch
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ONLY
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Mystifying nese bra that
creates neckline glamour
eren aboce the tap of the bra.

Only $595

San Jose Paint & Wallpaper Co.
112 S. 2nd St.CY 2-1447

daft ;5/
"C U R VAL L U RE"

CANVAS PANELS
12 x
14 x
16 x
18 x
20 x
22 x
24 x

iOpen Thurs. Nights)

our experts

As

a matter of

fact, the

will fit you

most myslif) ing bra since time invention of

a bra that Any woman
but to

HOUSE OF PIZZA
Spaghetti-Dinners
Pizza to Take Out

---

Bar-B-0 Steaks
Ravioli Dinners

395 ALMADEN AVE
By the Civic Auditorium

can

wear to advantage .... thanks

to a revolutionary new feather-light insert tliat is not present to pad

OPEN AT 1 P.M.
Dine by Candlelight at the

CY 7-9908

WHERE YOU GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH

BUYING SOMETHING?
Check Your Spartan Doily

14 -

are seeking comfort above all,
but are at last (at least on the
part of the men) demanding style,
practicality, more color and imp{ rted fashiens.

_

Highlighted by a 12-it:Malta
dream sequence of interpretatlre
ballet, Revelries of 1955, "In All
petied to an intily Dreams"
vitational audience Feb. 14, 1955
Scenes n .ƒrn the student etrodue
tions were featured on the CM!
Courtney
jtaiel 5. TV sh ow, tei KP1X.

San Jose State College

Ill I

ROBERTA BOONE, of the
Revelries cast, models a Lanz
creation from Pour Le Sport.
This dress features a white trim
_

55 Revelries on TV

9, 19511

lift you, your,r11, to natural

loveliness. 3 way straps .... in

exquisite nylon lace anti nylon taffeta with elasticized nylon wing

sections. A and B cups

32-36.

Ai,o qt.,

Wh:te or Black
Torso Style $15 00
Jantron Bras and Girdles

JUDD HOSIERY COMPANY
56 West Santa Clarc St.
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REPOCTERS
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6-Pc Place Settings,
from $29.75
Teaspoons, from $3.75
Serving Pieces,

from $4.23
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lente, Dick Russel.
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FARM BILL
WASHINGTON(UP)
President Eisenhower was assured by
Republican Leaders at a White
House legislative conference that
the chances are good of getting
a new "soil bank" bill he can
approve. The house passed its
"second try" farm bill last’ week.
Senate GOP Leader William F
Knowland said he is "hopeful" it
will be approved by the Senate
in satisfactory
formmeaning
without a stack of amendments
that would be distasteful to the
administration.

4.

TOWLI-9 Soldt Pk"

??1

V17.2ivLVAN
eeter4
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JUNG
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FIRST & SAN FERNANDC

New York Life Insurance Co. Dept. 18
1003 Bank of America Bldg., San Jose
Without obligation, I would
on your

Low Coo intarad

Nam* -

hie your

FREE Budget Book, and information

Saving Plan for

College Men.

Six Couples Reveal
Engagements, Nine
Tell of Pinnings

Dinners, Dances
Highlight Greek
Spring Activities

ENGAGEMENTS
CLARK-EVERSON
The engagement of Georgia
Clark. past president of Alpha
Phi, to Warren Everson, Sigma
Nu, was revealed at the Alpha
Phi’s spring pledge dance. Miss
Clark is a senior elementary education major from Klamath Falls,
Ore, and Everson is a graduate
from Lafayette. A June 3 wedding
is planned.
RABOLI-WILLIAMS
The engagement of Edith Raboli
to Bob Williams, Theta Chi, was
announced recently at the fraternity. Williams is a senior education major, and Miss Raboli is
a sophomore art major. The
couple will be married June 17.
WHITTIER-KATHARY
At the recent Delta Zeta spring
formal, Do rot hy Whittler announced her engagement to Warren Kathary. Miss Whittier is a
elementary education major, and
Kathary is employed by the Pacific Telephone Company. They
are both from Palo Alto
MACTELMarilyn Maciel, an SJS graduate, returned to the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority Monday evening
to announce her engagement to
Milton Ilockaby, senior mechanical engineering major from Cal

s
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SORORITIES

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The Alpha Chi’s held tneir

remember
mother...
e-xt
surtd9

Poly.

JOSEPH-STRAYER
Audrey Joseph, a graduate
English major from Hayward, recently announced her engagement
to Newell Strayer, a junior business administration major from
San Jose.

WHISNAND-WASCHKOWSKY
Joan Whisnand told of her en- .
gagement to Fred Wasckowsky at ,
the Delta Zeta spring rormal. Miss .
Whisnand is a general elementary
major from Petaluma, and Was-1
chkowsky is from Oakland.

annual father-daughter barbecue on
Sunday. Songs, games and a steak
dinner highlighted the affair.
house

Other

activities

have

been a pledge and a senior sneak

ALPHA OMICRON PI

The Alpha Omicron Pi "Spring
Cotillion" will be held at Chez
Yvonne Friday evening Johnnie
Vaughn’s band will provide the
music.
A Mother’s Day tea will be held
at the chapter house on Sunday
ALPHA PHI
Alpha Phi recently was awardtrophy
for first place in
ed the
scholarship for a year The award
is sponsored by Gamma Phi Beta
and is presented each year to -the
’ sorority with the highest over-;
all grade point during the year. I

’

DELTA GAMMA
Steven finalists have been chosen
the Delta Gamma "Anchor
Man" contest. They are Dick
Smitheram, Dick Russell, Bob
Swanson, Jerry Schaffer, Al Walburg, John Wagner and Randy
Reinstedt.
ill

DELTA ZETA
On Friday, May 25, Delta Zeta
will hold their second annual .
"Aloha" party The theme is Hawaiian, and the dance honors the
I graduating seniors
GAMMA PM BETA
In order to raise money for the
Campus Chest Drive, Gamma Phi
Beta will have a "Throw a Pie At
a Gamma Phi" day. Girls at whom
the pies may be thrown will be
’auctioned off Friday afternoon at
the Gamma Phi volley-ball court
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Dana McDuffy, district ,president of Kappa Alpha Theta. ,
r visited the local chapter Monday evening, and discussed the
national convention which will be
Mrs.

^

held at Banff, Canada, in June
-PHI MU

PINNINGS

earrings

After several fake sneaks on
. the Phi Mu activities, the pledges
finally took the real sneak on Sunday morning. Five actives were
caught
--SIGMA KAPPA
Monday night the Sigma Kappa’s had a big and little sister costume party in which the big and
little sisters came dressed alike or
as complements of each other. The
prize for the most original costurtle was awarded to "Snow
White and The Seven Dwarfs."

KUDLICH-MOREY
Tom Morey of Delta Upsilon,
recently announced his pinning
to Judy Kudlich of College of I
Pacific. Morey is a senior in-

dustrial arts major from Menlo:
Park, and Miss Kudlich is a sophomore history major also from
Menlo Park.
ROBERT S-GER4CI
FrankGeraci, Alpha Phi Omega, recently told of his pinning
to Betty -Roberts. Miss Roberts
is a sophomore kindergartenprimary major from Ojai, and .
Geraci is a senior industrial art
education major from Santa Clara

. rhokers

bracelets

FRATERNITIES
Delta Sigs

wallets

scarfs

neckwear

belts

flowers

hosiery

slips

key cases

anklets

recently held a

barbecue exchange with the Kappa Kappa Gammas at the Delta
Sigma Phi house. Thehigh point
of the afternoon was a pledgeactive volleyball game which was

PARKLN SON -MITCHELL
1 he pinning of Bed Parkinson
to Stuart Mitchell, a Kappa Alpha from Stanford, was announced recently. Miss Parkinson is a
Junior sociology major from Glendale, and Mitchell is a economics
major from .Orinda.

sun glasset

handbags

hankies

DELTA SIGMA PHI
The

necklaces

mamas

won by the actives
Tomorrow evening another barbecue exchange will be held with
Alpha Phi sorority.

bed jackets

hostess coats

DELTA UPSILON
Members of Delta Upsilon and

,lippers

gowns

brunch coats

lounge sets

robes

foundation garments

shoes

guests will attend the annual

SMITH-BRENTON
Jeff Brewton, Lambda Chi Alpha, announced his pinning to
Nancy Smith at Monday night’s
meeting. Miss Smith is an education major, and Brewton is majoring In psychology. Both are
from Southern California.

FRA M -FORDYLE
Alpha Tau Omega recently .
heard of the pinning of Nan

Frahm to Larry Fordyle. Miss
Frahm is a freshman art student

from Redwood City, and Fordyle
Is a junior business administration major from Boulder Creek..
ROGER HATCHETT
fliU liatehett, Sigma Chi, announced his pinning to Karin Koger Monday night at the chapter
meeting. Hatchett is a junior from
Inglewood and Miss Koger is attending Skiehriore College in New
Yerk.

BERTHOLF- STOWELL
The pinning of Barbara Bertholf .

remember? when you came home
the thought that you had to wear
pink formal to a dance . . and
been ro blum s and purchased a

so delected with
the same old
mother hod already
new one for you.

remember? us a boy lust entering state
when
a was your gal’s birthday and you felt so
embarrassed about selecting something for
her . .
and mother went to blurts s and come
home with Huffy paiamos all giftwrapped .

BISBEE-BARRINGTON
Sigma Kappa sorority sliders
learned of the pinning of Carol
Bisbee to Gene Barrington, Sigma Nu, at Monday night’s meeting. Miss Bisbee is a senior journudism major from Stockton, and
Barrington is a junior chemical

and

day.

water

skiing party on

picnic

Satur-

-KAPPA ALPHA
The 12th annual Dixie Ball will

be held at the Castlewood Country Club on Friday evening. This
afternoon the brothers will formally secede from the Union and
a parade will be held as bids arc
delivered to the dates of the con-

formals

suits

furs

cocktail dresses

perfumes
blouses
t shirts

dresses

cosmetics
skirts

slim

wsual dresses

make-up

swim suits
sport jackets

cotton dresses

apron,

- --PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pi Kappa Alpha’s are making
plans for the 33rd annual "Shtpwreck" party which will be held

books
. place mots

stationery
howls

greeting cords
pitchers

chin1

May 19, according to Ruben Marquez, social chairman
remember? the day you become on uncle the day
the stork left a bundle from heaven at your
by s,ster sue s house
. . and mother went to blurn’s
for diapers as your gift to your new nephew.

The fraternity held its Parents Day Sunday at the chapter
house A dinner and entertain-

ment concluded the day.
PM SIGMA

Knipp.%

Local Phi Sigs and

remember? when you lust didn t know what to give
to your
secret sister
all a birthday gift
surprise .
end what did mama do but select the
smartest pastel leather clutch bag ever . . . at blurt’ s

will travel to

their dates

Davis this weekend
for the annual "Tahiti Tussle." A
swimming party and barbecue are !
scheduled in addition 1.0 the dance ;
Phi Sigs from throughout North-

1:3 I tkin’s

ern California will be there,
rootentber? when your football each was me,ing
into his new home
. . and your team was at a loss
as to what to glue . . and mother solved the problem
when she &elected a sil.er serving set at blum’s

engineering major.

FR A NCISCO- LETSOM
Pat Francisco of Alpha Tau Qmega announced his pinning to
Phylis Letsom of Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Miss Letsom is a sophomore education major from Pleasanton, and Francisco is a senior
physical education major from
Livermore.

guests of the D.U.’s at a

cools

federates
remember? when you graduated from high school
and dear mom opened your own charge account at
blum s 20 that you could go in and select the
sweaters and skirts you wanted to wear to state

to Lou Stowell was revealed at
the Phi Sigma Kappa house Monday evening. 130th are physical
education majors. Stowell is from
Ontario, Calif , and Miss Bertholf is from Willow Glen

"Full Moon Ball" to he held Friday at Diablo Country Club Music for the formal will be supplied by Henry Gallagher and his
orchestra.
A group of Alpha Phis were

remember? that Worn s offer such services vs
personal shapp,ng, free 01 wrapping, free moiling
that their store hours ore from 9 30 0 m until
5 30 p.m. (tilt/13days until 9 00 p rrt.t . . their
telephone number is cypress 5.4252 . . and of you
ore Ivy RI doubt, 104 a blurts’s merchandise order
In any oinosalt from one dollar to one millont

SIGMA NTT
Sigma No and Alpha Tau Om
NM will stage their annii

"Blackfect (ATO)
Whitt ’
(Sigma Nu)" war this week
open hostilities will cease on 1.1.
day when the tribes meet in vat iotis contests to decide the winner
of the annual event. After a Pea..

treaty, the two houses will

together for a dance on Satin ,
THETA CM
Saratoga Inn will be thr site.
for the annual "Pogonip" party
’which is jointly sponsored by Theta Chi an Delta Upsilon frater- I
I nities. The affair will be held
May 19.
49.

26

south first . . .

s.

.thru to second

her
store
ƒƒ

’. .
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Extra-Curricula

Revelries’ Two Setmaker=:

By VINCE PERRIN
Revelries is a fairly universal project Colleges and universities
throughout the country are doing much the sante thing SJS does with
musical comedy.
The* College of the Pacific, for example, produced "One Thing
After Another" last week, an original musicomedy written by the producers of COP’s successful Straw Hat Revues for the past 11 years.
It sported a sequence of 20 sketches, was strong on song, satire, and
dance, featured a collegiate troupe of 35 actors, singers. and dancers
performing against 2t1 different settings. It played to capacity houses.

Richard Ilaigh, a student at the
1South

Dakota School

and Technology,

Club Barber Shop

of Mines

received

lated birthday present

cake, and Richard noted, "it was

Personalized service

sort of dry." It had been mailed
six months earlier by his mother,

... 5 Barbers ...

Mrs. Harold Haigh of Henry, S
D.

68 E. SAN FERNANDO

Lou’s Village
Special Dinners
$1.50
includes entre, salad,
coffee, dessert
1 465 W. San Carlos St.

From Every Angle . . .
.. We give your car a Trouble
Stopping Inspection
Let’s look over, under ond into
your car to Find and Stop Any
Little Trouble Before it gets Big
Enough to Stop You!

SILVA’S SHELL
FOURTH and SAN FERNANDO STREETS
Across from the Student Union

sHOP
/
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Cotton Blazer Jackets
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STYLING
)

a be-

It was,a

s)05

Summer ’Cord’ Suits
Wrinkle resistant
Cotton and dacron
. Washable
Lightweight

We Encourage
Browsing

masher s for men
IN
The Campus Quarter
121 South Fourth Street
CY 2-4500
OPEN THURS. NIGHT

an

practical

The physiologists, Dr. Steve:,

"Aging is not caused by endocƒ,:e failures," Dr. Ingle said. "Ag:ng is a perfectly natural proees,..
3nd the speed at which we its c
!las no effect on the speed of ag:ng."

were sold out two months in advance.
The University of North Dakota’s venture into musicomedy is less

Crew - Burr

age is

:Irvath of the University of loo
,od Dr. Dwight Ingle of the Ulu ersity of ’Chicago, addressed 3
Iƒeeting of the American
eutical Manufacturers’ A:3 s :3- on

a 50.ptece orchestra, including members of the MetroGoldwy nMayer studio orchestra, and oas an overwhelming success. An
opening night reception was held on-stage following the performance. The four
ths of rehearsals apparently paid off: Tickets

Flattops

the response to stress,

,hronological
.neaningless.

Last seek, Pepperdine College put Rogers and liannnerstein’s
magIcal "Carousel" on the boards. It starred students, featured

Look Sharp . . .
’Happy Birthday’
Be Sharp . . . RAPID cm-, S. D

9

They said age has little effia
Si

Russell ("Picini.") to broadway musicomedy a few years ago and
is a surefire adaptation of "My Sister Eileen." Kent’s orchestra
was a 35.piece one.
In Lite same water main, fifty students at Henderson State Teachers College produced and starred in "Parisian Holiday." a sort of underwater variety show. It featured clown acts, diving exhibitions, skits,
dance routines, songs sung on floating tire tubes, water bullets, and
college satires.

It’s called "Flickertail Follies" and last week 2300 tickets had
been sold, $2600 collected in cash receipts, 1500 students had been
scheduled to attend each of the show’s three-day run, and a rally was
being planned to promote more ticket sales.

SPARTAN DAR Y

’Pic lemCHICAGO -- (LP)
on at which we live probably has
:.0 effect on how long we lk
!v. o physiologists said here

Ohio’s Kent State University is readying "Wonderful Town"
for production next week. This show brought actress Rosalind

like SJS’s Revelries and more like the All-Greek Show. Members of fraternities and sororities present original skits, songs, and dance routines.
Performers get a 20-piece orchestra to work with and no time limit
imposed.

wrnvfmn.ur. MAY 9, IfW

Physiologists Say
The Problem: French Fries
’Fast Living’ Has No
Effect o:1 Age Rate

Dr. Horvath said there is an
-unknown factor" involved in the
A)eed or slowness at which \\

BOB MONTILLA, oho plays the role of Professor Schultz in
Reseiries, seems to think that french fries are real delicacies.
Nancy stephens, (left) oho tilos the part of Emma Seddelmeir
and Bernie Gardner (right), playing Jake Seddelmeir, look on io
question.

B i g DealArms!

.ige.
REVELRIES SET DESIGNER Julie Boyer is going crier one of
the five, semi.abstract settings she designed for "On The Nose"
with Sherman Blass, the production’s stage manager. Both are in
the f5st stages of a three-month job.

Boyer, Blass Build
’On The Nose’ Sets
By VINCE PERRIN
Show business is no business for young people without ideas. Sherman Blass, stage ptanager for this year’s Revelries, "On The Nose," and
set designer, Julie Boyer have found that out.
Blass’ job is a many-splendored one. Specifically, it is one of
constructi,m. Toomlicr. he and designer Boye have wrought sow,
fairly fascinating interiors for
Revelries director Jim Dunn.
Designer Boyer began by incorporating director Dunn’s ideas
into several set sketches of her
own. I.ater. her final drawings
approved by Dunn. Miss Boyer
and Blass set about their immediate task.
"On the Nose" demands five
LU
VONDEBEMBS
By
different sets: a restaurant, an
office, an abstract building drop,
A seldom praised yet importa toy shap that can quickly
ant segment of a musical produc- and
be converted into a bar.
tion is the chorus.

Revelries Chorus
Features Dancing
Of Roberta Boone

The opening number of the
1956 production of Revelries, "On
the Nose", finds the chorus
scattered across the stage in what
appears to be a "Greenwich Village" scene.
In the past, the chorus’ main
purpose was to dance and sing
as one group. This year. ’’On the
Nose" will digress a little and
use a combination of groups for
different numbers. Part of the
group will don their costumes for
the blues number, while another
section prepares for their number, "What Makes the World Go
’Round"? Then the first group
will again appear and present
a routine for the "Rain Song".
The closing number and finale
will be presented by the whole
group.
The choreography for dance
routines is under the direction of
Roberta Boone. She will appear
in the show as a featured dancer.
Miss Boone, a 21-year-old Amtor from San Rafael, is a general elementary education major.
Miss Boone has danced with
the San Francisco Ballet Company. She has also appeared as
an ice skater with the Spokane
Ice Follies, for four years
While at College of Mario, Mks
Boone dapced in the variety show,
which is similar to the Revelries
production.
Chorus members include: Dick
Thomas,
Diana
Discher,
Lila
Gier, Stella Armento, Marlene
Tipton, Lynne Brunet, Karla Linden, Donna Acuff, Connie Maxwell, Cheryl Del Biaggi,
Dave
Schmidt. Jay Michels, .Harold
Hancock, Wayne Abbey, Fred
Brooks, Ed Tryk, Pete Carnegie,
Barbara Taynton and B. J. Tedford,

Let’s Go!!
WHERE?
To The Coop
. . . Of Course

the campus
meeting place
At Coffee Time,
Coke Time,
Lunch Time,
Any Time

THE COOP

SET CHARACTER
Miss Boyer and Blass had to
give these sets character. The
Revelries budget allowed them
$200 for the purchase of necessary materials, like paint, nails,
hinges, and brace cleats.
Blass and Jean Marsh, prop
mistress for the production,
traveled to Oakland recently
for a S90 damask curtain at a
scenic studio there. The curtain.
rented especialla’ for the show,
is blue brocade and will replace the cumbersome brown
one in Morris Dailey Audito-

rium.
Set construction really began
about three weeks ago Volunteers
were recruited from the Revelries
cast and student body, and they
worked from 3:30 to 5 every afternoon and all day Saturdays.
It was not uncommon to find
at least 30 volunteers appearing
Saturday mornings for construction work. Just how many turned
up the following Monday afternoon, however, was another matter.
The sets. in the main. are
abstract structures with simple
lines and bold colors. "What
we had to do was re-create in
reality what the designer had
in mind," Blass explained.
The toy shop set is a black,
skeletal structure at
an angle
with a skyline backdrop It sports
a toy window and counter, puppet
theater and, jokes prop mistress
Marsh. "about 89 million toys I..
haven’t found yet."
The script’s bar set’ is actually
its converted toy shop The toy
counter suddenly becomes a bar
and several stools. a Juke-box, and
a picture are added.
"The bar has the same basic
design as the toy shop." Blass
said. "but by altering
and
changing the furniture props. it
was possible to create an entirely different setting."
The restaurant and office scenes
arc. set on the apron of the stage
Identifying partitions before each
set will be pushed aside by Revelries players as their scenes begin.

C ARBONDALE,
( UP)
"A person of 80 may have the
body of 90, and vice versa." he Richard Blythe, Manunond,
said. "Heredity and the ability to
Is a Southern Illinois Linker:
adapt to stress and strain are inbasketball player and a new
volved in this process."
He said how long a person lives
depends on where in the body the
aging takes place. lie pointed out
that life expectancy is more effected by degeneration of the
heart than by graying hair

courage"
"Follow spots." rigged to the
balcony, will follow the lead
characters at all times and are
the sole lighting facilities for
scenes played in front of the pros-

cenium.

After taking his first

at his seven-pound

son.

Blyt,

The Best Mexican
Food North of
The Border

said: "He waves his alms like.’
basketball player"

Make dining out a real
adventure. Enjoy our authentic

Concert at Montgomery Theater
gomery Theater the San Jose
Richards Club is offering its annual spring choral concert. Included on the program are such
numbers as‘the "Drinking Song"
from Mascagni’s "Cavalleria Rusticana", Rodgers and Hammerstein’s "It’s a Grand Night for
Singing" and Chaliapin’s arrangement of the "Song of the Volga
Boatmen".
Gus C. Lease, baritone and
member of the SJ music facia..
will be the guest artist Ile o
present two groups of songs al.
join in with the general choi,,
As in the past 36 seasons ti
program will consist of both pup..
lar and classical music. Selections from Mendelssolin, Schubert, Leoncavallo and Tschaikowsky will make up the classical
side while the popular songs will
be mostly in the old favorite
class. The concert, which is free
to the general public, is bei,
directed by Dr. Charles M Ric!.
ards, founder and conductor uf
the chorus.
In the far distant future (May
25-26) is the stage version of
"Picnic" by William Inge, with
Larry Bargetto directing. Scheduled to be presented in the Montgomery Theater it will be a San
Jose Theater Guild production
If for no other reason than the
fact that it is being directed by
Bargetto it should make almost
as big a hit here as it did elsewhere in the country Bargetto
has clone some great things In
the past and has displayed impeccable directing skill with the
Guild. The "Picnic" should not
be an exception.
One of the highlights in entertainment atound the San Jose
area is that swinging Eldorado
Jazz Band at the Kerosene Club,
545 Race St Jim Leigh, a student here who fills his spare time
with the editorship of Reed, impromptu jazz concerts and has an
eye towards education, leads the
band. The atmosphere, sounds and
Imagination takes the customer
back into the roaring twenties
era.
Lou’s Village, 1465 W. San Car-

Mexican

foods,

expertly prepared and
served. . Enchiladas, Tamales, Tostadas.

By DON OSBORN
den,, 1500 Almaden. The pri.
Monday evening in the Monthere are not average but neitL
Is the entertainment. The atm.,
phere is plush and features d’men, hatcheck girls and

EL CHARRO’S
First

works,

and

Virginia

THE BIGGEST NAME IN CLEANING

Special

4 Hour Service
If You Are in a Hurry

2nd & Santa Clara St.

ECONOMY CLEANERS_
.

-0101
.tiD Ca

SHOP
/

MOS

her s

0

los; De Rose’s, 1255 E Santa
Clara; and Club Lanai, 2125 Almaden, all offer dancing with
small bands providing the noise.
One sure place to go for a good
time is always the Hawaiian Gar-

with a
bathing su
from
mosher’s

BURMUDA
SHORTS
4.95

About the biggest problem when
presenting a production in Morri,
Dailey Auditorium is the lighting. "The facilities there are on
p o o r."
complain,
Blass.

the stage. They are 20-foot
high eyesores that are extremely difficult to manipulate and
the show’s only frontal lighting The "volunteer" who affixes
the lights atop them gets the
crew’s unflinching "red klieg of

.f1IEI CM

Lease To Star In Spring Choral

"UNBELIEVABLY POOR"

"light towers," therefore,
must he errected up front near

ther.

,

.

Outrigger
Reversible

Balboa
Surfer
3 08

only

natural

brown
.

charcoal

Perfect with thew cotton blazer jacket
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR
AFTER-SCHOOL HOURS
4,3:,m our
Choose a
corns:dots hoe of supphes,
se,, tools.
HUSTONS
HOBBY SHOP
293 S. First St.

i Come e eend Ili
ls.
brewmend

..211111

mosherfs for men
IN
The Campus Quarter
121 South Fourth Street
CY. 2-4500
()PEN Till ItS. NIGHT
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’’’’’’’’’’ 1 1Suarez an All-American

From

This Corner
By PETER HECKEL

Reappraisal of Athletic Situation Needed
The recently attempted fund raising drive to augment the Spar
Ti n treasury by $15,000 for the coming year and the students lack
of interest in carrying out the drive this spring. seems to us a
mandate for a reappraisal of San Jose State’s entire athletic position

Hornet Tilt Rained Out;
May Reschedule Contest

Pistol Ace
Wins Top
Position

Unseasonal heavy rains post- nets holt an earlier 8-6 tinn over
poned yesterday’s scheduled base- the locals.
ball action between the San Jose; Yesterday’s postponement was
State and Sacramento State nines, the second time in three starts
Coach Walt Williams is trying that rain curtailed local diamond
to arrange for a game tomorrow action. The last Fresno Siate game
fifth,
between the two clubs, but several was called at the end of the
allowing the contest to
details have to be worked out yet however,
be official
Should the two teams play tomorrow, SVilliams will send Hal
The Spartans close out their
Kolstad to the mound in the Spar- schedule Friday and Saturday with
tans’ quest to even the season’s games against the Santa Clara
record with Sacramento. The Hor- Broncos.

Nationals Showing Gives
Local Shooter Laurels

In a nutshell here is the situation. San Jose is in the unenviable
position of trying to steer a middle course between the "big time
of the Pacific Coast Conference and the "small time" of most state
The esergrowing It of trophies
colleges The Spartans get none of the benefits of either system and awards won by Albert Suarez,
and hence are at a disadvantage when competiting with other schools. SJS" top pistol marksman. reached
the pinnacle today with an anSan Jose State cannot offer scholarships, or any monetary
aids. sanctioned by the PCC. but frowned upon by the state colleges.
nouncement from the United States
State cannot use freshmen or junior college transfers for more
Revolver Association, awarding
than three years varsity competition, which is O.K. for the state
Suarez first place on the top Allcollege. but against PCC rules.
American
Intercollegiate Pistol
Team.
Other schools in San Jose’s position, such as Santa Clara, St
Mary’s. USF and Loyola, have been forced to drop football This
Suarez was awarded the berth on
situation makes it impossible for the Spartans to play anyone of the nation’s number one squad as
comparable strength. San Jose either must play California or Stan- 3 result of hi.s outstanding shootford. and face a beating, or play such schools as San Diego State ing during a recent national match
which he broke all existing reand win by a big score. Neither alternative affords a chance to make in
cords.
money or draw big crowds. It is important to note that big guarantees
do not make it feasible to bring in schools from the east.
The 27-year-old deadeye fired
298 out of 300 for a new individual
match record and 2348 out of 2400
tor a new all-time aggregate re- ALBERT SUAREZ. (left) record which included all scores for eeises the United States RevolThe present policy at San Jose State is to straddle the fence.
ver Association All-American
the eight-week match.
From this corner it appears it is time either to go all the way or
award from SJS pistol team
not at all, and we are afraid. because of the situation. San Jose
hi this national competition,
coach Capt. William A. HerSuarez competed against memState will not be able to go "big time."
bers of the top 10 collegiate pisAthletic Director Bill Hubbard reports San Jose
is at the
tol teams in the nation, includ"cross roads." It is Hubbard’s hope the Spartans can hang on until
ing all military academies. San
schools such as Fresno tate. San Diego State, Cal Poly and Los Jose State finished fourth on a
Angeles State catch up. Hubbard agrees with us that It is too much
team basis.
Pacing the Soartan gymnastics
to hope that San Jose will ever become a member of the PCC.
in the recent PAAU meet, Ed TrYk
Earlier this season. Suarez had garnered a first place in the free
For the past few years San Jose State has been offering 50
won the West Coast Intercollegiate exercise event over a field of top
work-aid scholarships to football players at $1’5 per month. A new
championship and successfully de- flight competition in the tourney
PCC ruling enables schools to offer up to $100 per month. and
fended his USRA Intercollegiate held at the San Francisco OlymHubbard feels se must meet this sum if vie are to continue.. At
crown.
pic Club Friday night.
present the money for workaid comes from football receipts and
Other San Jose entries placing
The Spartan star also led the
in the meet were Jack Diggins,
the Spar-Ten fund. ’Since it is believed gate receipts will not
SJS pistol team in the Oakland
Increase enough during the next season. a $15,000 fund drive for
Matches held Sunday. Suarez blast- third in the rope climb, Bob Haywood, sixth in the trampoline. and
the SparTen treasury was set for this spring.
ed 295 out of 300 todwin a second. Ron Phillips, with two fourth place
place
gold
medal
in
the
master
It was imperative that the money be raised this spring. so that
finishes in the long horse’and parclass.
allel bar events.
the athletic department will know where it stands next fall. how.
Teammate Jerrold Milstead.
ever, student organizations felt this was not the time for the drive
because sttrdents didn’t have the time to undertake a drive of this shooting in the marksman class.
type. Rally Committee officals made it plain that they were in favor picked up a first place in the
.22 caliber timed fire and a secof the drive and had it tentatively planned for the fall.
ond place in the aggregate of
22 and .38 caliber competition.

Spartan Football Is At the Cross Roads

ring. The All-American berth
for Suarez culminated his college pistol career at San Jose
state.
photo by Hawkins

Tryk Wins PAAU Honors
Gators Tbp Netters
San Francisco State’s powerful

tennis team blanked Coach Hugh
Mumby’s Spartan netters, 9-0,
yesterday afternoon at San Francisco.
San J050 was without the services of its No. I man, Marty
Halfhill. Next action lor the Spartans will be Friday against Castle
Air Force !lase at 230 p in

CLUB - ALMADEN

Football Gets All Work Aid

Frank Savage, also firing in the
When San Jose State started on its present polley, it was decided marksman class. copped first in the
.45 caliber national match course.
tc, turn all work-aid funds over to football, in hopes this sport would
Hugh Rodman finished off the SJS
make enough money to support the other sports in the long
scoring with a third place in the
This is the way it works at other colleges. However. football at San same competition.
Jose State has not given a dime to aid other sports.
The Spartans. who were competThere is no help for other sports such as track and basleing against more than 250 top
ball, other than what the coaches can squeeze out of their already
shooters from the western states.
limited budgets. Because local people have never supported the
shot only in their respective NRA
classifications and not as collegiate
partan team. me see no reason for the situation to change. Footshooters
ball will never make any money so long as San Jose continues
to play "big time football, on a middle of the road policy." The
local situation makes it impossible to play it any other say.
San Jose State has thrown all of its eggs into one basket and
pinned its hopes on football. The problem to consider now is whether
the school will continue to follow this program or, as has been the
Rained out in their scheduled
case at other colleges. concentrate its effort in building up other game with Santa Clara High School
yesterday. the frosh baseballers
sports.
will meet the University of Santa
Clara freshmen team Friday,

Now Open

. P;cnic Area and
Barbecue P.ts
Enlarged Canteen
Additional
lawn Space for
Heated Swimming
Pool
Sunbathers

Frosh Nine Rained Out

Students Could Be Charged Small Sum

Coach Bill Gustafson, who has
.111.t think what boxing Coach Julie Menendez could do with labeled the Bronco tilt as the "big
lust a few work-aid scholarships. The ring team wouldn’t take a one" for his first-year men, will
back seat to anybody. The same goes for Bud Winter in track and start Bill Leach
Walt Williams in basebalL
It is a tough situation and we don’t mean to imply we base
the answer. However, we do know of one way to raise money
and that is to start charging student admissions for football and
other top sporting events. The charge %%Quid be small-25 or 50
centsbut it would enable the school to continue to put top
flight teams on the field in all sports. students pay at all the
PCC schools for top esents, and we see no reason ohy the same
shouldn’t be done here.
We belies e students always should have first choice of tickets.
tilt when 9000 students replace paying customers. as was the case
in last fall’s COP football game. the college cannot make money It
takes cash to play high caliber competition.

Eleven Miles West of
San Jose on
Almaden Road
ANdrews 9-1 54 4

Co-Owners

Special Rates for your
Sthool, Church, Club or
Private Party

ART COOPER and
NORMAN POPE

TOM WALL
Manager

Ca pezios

delightful dance-along skimmui
on softest-ever kidskin
kidskin
white
pink
raspberry
orangeade
turquoise
yellow
block
red
sweetheart blue
135 South First Street
navy
and
apricot
1324 Lincoln Avenue

Judo Team Drops Tilt
With Los Angeles Stars
The San Jose State Judo team
suffered one of its few losses of
the season Sunday as the powerfol Los Angeles All Stars downed
Coach Yosh Uchida’s men, 80-64.
The dual match was held in Los
.angeles, with 19 judoists competing for the Spartans.
Nine members of the SJS squad
scored victories against the All
Stars. who were composed of some
of the better judo performers in
the LA. area.
.turim,t sc,inry2 ,r..(Jr
f.r

Delicious Meals at Prices You Can Afford
Lunches
Dinners

*zt .NN

.084 Ati,

17 EAST SANTA CLARA

FUN TO

locals were George Uchida, fourth
degree black: Mel Augustine, sec
ond.degree black; John Sepulveda.1
first-degree black; Ben Campbell.
first-degree black; Al Cadena, first.
degree black: Ito Vs’auer, first-de, gree black; Bob Salazar. second- degree brown; Tony Summers. thirddegree brown: and Ivan Comelli.
third-degree brovi n.
The judo team left for Los An
gr1eS Friday evening and returned
xl.1,1aN mormng

The WESTERNER RESTAURANT

HAVE
A-ROUND
Hart’s opcn Monday
Thursday nights ’til

CY 3-8058

SCrH

Grccn

Stamps arc

always added savings

newer thJn ncw belts
.
and note. please ... they’re
shaped in soft genuine leather,
smartly styled with heavy
buckles, brass trims . . . each
one will boast a high circulation rate with everything you
own. White, pink, blue,
Sozcs
Prange, tan, black,

1-1

and
9

75c up
95c up

Banquet Facilities
for
Clubs and Parles

ours alone

’ƒ-

Santa Clara at Market

Hart’sAccessories
Street Floor

-.....a.ƒƒƒƒƒƒ1111.11.1.11ƒƒƒƒƒƒ-ƒ-.-au.-..-ƒ-..-

1.99

-

WALT ACKEMANN

NICK SANGER

halibaLk

JIM CRAIG
Bk.,

DARREL CLEMENT

. big tackle

ragged follha.

ROLAND LOGAN

AL SEVERINO

BOB DUNIVANT
.
tine punter

. . . biggest gridder

. . . White Crpt.tin

Blues, Whites To Clash Today

DINING &
DANCING

VoOD

(Continued from Page 1)
’Hollywood have alsu looked sharp
pounder front Van Nuys, fur the I in the aerial department
The downfield blacking race
Blue squad. Both are lettermen
will continue through the gArne
The squad was divided so that
and the winner will be alMOUlleboth teams will have first
ed at halftime of Friday night’s
stringers in the line-up. The
Spar-ten Bowl game. The preWhite squAd will have six letsent leader in the lownfirld
termen from the 1955 squad and
competition is end Pete Galioni
the Blue squad will have five.
with 639 points. Last .ear’s
Two 1955 letteriorit will sit out
winner, tackle Jim Hughes, is
the game because of injuries. r second with 569 points.
The
Don Greco, fhr fittest defensive
others in the top five are: end
hack on the squad, and Mel
Hal Boutte with 489 points,
Powell, a third team, All Coast
tackle Porkchops Laramie with
selection twit >ear. will not
351 points and gfaard Bank
participate.
Sekoch with 326 points.
Coach Bill Perry announced
Greco, a 170 pounder from Inglewood, injured an ankle in the that the leaders at each position
In the competition will receive
final scrimmage and Powell underwent a Jaw operation midway a sports shirt from Roos Brothers.
Roland Logan is the leading downin the spring drills and is still re- Held
blocker among the centers.
covering. The only other player
Gallonl, Laramie, and Sekoch are
that will be held out with in- the
other position leaders. In the
juries will be Dick Loyd, hard event that
Galloni wins the comrunning ex-JV back, who is nurspetition,
the second man will reing a knee injury.
ceive the sport shirt with the
overall winner getting a trophy.
PASSING’S BEEN GOOD
SANGER LEADS
The passing of the quarterIn the race for "Mr. Pass Propleabacks has been one of the
tector" honors, Nick Sanger consant surpriseat of the vernal dria tinues with a perfect 81 for 81
scrimif
last
Friday’s
final
record. He is followed closely by
and
mage is any indication, the pass- tackle Jim Hughes with 80 sucing records at SJS may be in for cessful blocks in 81 attempts.
a re-writing.
Others in contention are tackle
Al Severino with 56 for 57, cenAn unofficial tabulation show- ter Jim Craig
with a 79 of 82
ed that Mary McKean, ex-East record and Laramie with 76
out
Contra Costa standout, completed of 80. The winners at each posi12 out of 14 passes. Dick Ver- tion will win a sport shirt
from
meil, former Napa .IC signal call- Mosher’s. The overall winner
will
er, and Ron Woolverton, of North be awarded a trophy.

ACROSS FROM COLLEGE
at 4th and San Fernando
feciturinq

Outdoor Eating
OUR PATIO SEATS 1 50

WARM WEATHER
Iced Tea

SPECIALS
Lemonade

16-oz. 10c

Breakfast from 9 A.M.
COFFEC
TEA
110T CHOCOLATE
PASTRY

Lunch
Burgers

-

Double Burgers
-

Steak Sandwich
Hot Dogs
Shakes

-

Chili Burgers

Italian Sausage
Sandwiches

-

Floats

Cold Drinks

09.0.4:41/lorettif

UP ROUNDUP

Army Men Drown
In Arctic Exercise
FT. STORY, VA(UP)Three
Army men drowned in a training
exercise early yesterday when
three amphibious vehicles plunged one by one into the water in
an effort to skirt a sea wall Two
were swamped by heavy surf.
Seven other men in the two
overturned
vehicles
struggled
through wind-whipped waves to
shore. All were wearing heavy
clothing for an Arctic exercise.
Many hours after the pre-dawn
tragedy, a helicopter recovered
the body of one of the victims
from the surf. Search continued
for the others.
WILSON DENIES REPORTS
WASHINGTON(UP)
Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson denied flatly yesterday persistent reports that Russia is "far
outstripping’ the United States
In air power
In 1935 the art editor of the
Spartan Daily was a fellow by the
name of Michael Angelo. He was
a regular contributor to the paper,
with cartoon style line-cuts

San Jose
Launderette
463 S 2nd

BACK BACK ROOM

Intramural Softball Action
Resumes With Six Tilts

Novice Wrestling
To Start Tuesday

Competition in the annual InterFraternity novice wrestling tournament gets underway next ’Tuesday
in the Spartan gym.
Jose State fraternity
All San
members and pledges are eligible
to compete in the mat action providing that they are not varsity
letter winners in that sport and
that they are physically able to
participate in physical education
classes.
Scoring is based on seven
points to the first place winner
of each weight bracket; five for
second, three for third. and one
point for fourth. One extra point
will be scored for each fan in
the tournament, while one extra
point also will he awarded for
each round in which a contestant advances.
Weighing-in ceremonies for the
tourney start at 9:00 a.m. Monday.
Preliminary bouts are set for Tuesday with the finals scheduled to
commence at 7:30 p.m on Weds.,"
May 16th.
Weight classifications include
123 lbs , 130 lbs., 137 lbs., 147 lbs.,
157 lbs., 167 lbs. 177 lbs., 191 lbs.,
and heavyweight (not to exceed
230 lbs).

Six games will be played in the Intramural Softball League today,
with three of them slated to take place in the Independent League.
The 435 Club, leading the II, with three victories and no setbacks,
will battle the Red X’s The Sparvets pushed into a. tie with Phl
Epsilon Kappa for second place Monday by defeating the X’s, 1-0. The
vets will battle Oriocci today, and in the third game, PEK will battle
IFT.
In the only game scheduled in the American Fraternity League
today, Delta Upsilon will face Sig.i
Today in the National Fraternity
SAE out- League, Kappa Alpha will face Al.
ma
ATpha Epsilon.
scored sigma’ Pi in the lone AFLIpha Tau Omega, and Delta Sigma
contest Monday, 15-5.
Phi will square off with Theta Chi.
Today’s Games
Independent Leavitt
3 45 to S 00Oriocci vs Sporvets on
3 45 to 5 00Phi
!FT on 2
5 00

SPARTAN

DAILY

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT DAILY
WITH OUR FULL MENU

Holiday Drive-In
ALWAYS-QUICK SERVICE - LOWEST PRICES
5c JUKE

DRIVE IN - WALK IN

SHIRTS

20c

DENIMS

40c

6 15-435 Club vs Red X’S

YESTERDAY’S RESULTS

Tau

GoI71. with Sacramento State

rained out.

Omega ut Burnett 1.
5 30 to 645Delta Sigma
Theta Cl, i at Burnett 2

Phi

vs

for the Informal Bride
brand new samples in crisp,
fresh CRYSTALLINE

See

,4 udrey’s
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
Between 1st and Markel
CY 4-4348
Cash - Lay Away - Charge

Frosh, game
with Santa
Clara High rained out
Tennis San Francisco State 9, San Jose
Baseball

\111111ƒ111.r/

State 0.
TODAY S

EVENTS

Football ASS Swing Bowl game, Spartan Stadium,

3 p.m.

or

Bowl Lineups

79 South

Coach Bob Bronzan announced the following starting lineups for
the Uring Bowl game to be played at the Stadium at 3 p m. today
(*Denotes letterman)
WHITE TEAM
BLUE TEAM
[ES
42 *Pete Galloni 5.9- 1711
SS Hal Boole 6’ 3 195
54 Nick Sanger 6’ 2" 226

115

49 Hank Sekoch 5’ 10’ 174

LGR

52

74 Roland Logan 6. 200
70 George Barrer 5’ 9 210

C
RGL

54 *Jim Craig 6’ 200
50
Stan Kieth 6’ 185

SPRING SPECIALS

Herb Boyer 5’9" 190

lin

45 *Austin Larami

56 Dick Templeton 6’ 190

All Wool
NEW SPRING STYLES

5’9- 205

REL

40

Bob Duntvont 6’2" 185

41 Dick Vrrnell 5. 10 ’ 170
42 .11rn Riley 5’ 10" 1170

0
IHR

30
34

Mary McKon 6’1" 185
Walt Ackermann 5’11- 180

45 Pat Hiram 5’ 11’

NHL

35

Hornet Pollard

1115

5’9-

SPORT
COATS
$25"

170

47 Dajef Clement 511" 190
F
33
Claude 011bert 511’’ 180
White Reserves- 57 LE, Jim Moore, 53 LT, Dick Olive, 52 IT Jim VonderWeed10,

59 to, Lowell Krumm, 73 C, Ben Pratt,.,, 40 0, Joe Bondi, 43 1.11, Chuck Collins,
44 LH, KnMotsucto,46
Volmer, 72 RG,

RH, Charles

Brooks, 48, Fl, Willi* Sanford, 71 RO, DItk

Tom Edwards, 50 IT, Bob Insert,

51 ST, Duane Tipton, 55, RR,

trite Kuster.
Blue R.
B ob Runnls,

41 LE,

U4,

BM

llm Jacques, LT, Torn Ryan, Si 10, lash Coolidge, 55, C.

regularlyS35 00

5350, Rudy Garcia. 49 IT, Prntis Porter, 46 IT Tom Michell, 44 RE

Bob Nelson, 43 RE,Ed

Erst Stc eet

48 *Jirn Hughes 6. 210

75 Al Severino 6’ 2" 239

Outman, 31 0, Ron Woolverion,

32 RH. Bill Monte,o,

36

Ovzonen, 311 131, Ted Chambors, 31. F, Ia Koller.
_ .

All Wool
Flannel or
Worsted Flannel

OVER 4500 TITLES

SLACKS

From 25c

ALL IN PAPERBACK

BIN

RECOMMENDED AN

AT THE

DREQUIRED

Open Daily

9 A.M -Midnite

only $14"

READING

Short Sleeve

San Josse’s
Only Exclusive
Paperback
Book

VISIT

Store

SPORT
SHIRTS
Italian Collar

OUR

ROOM

FUN

I
Special

WHILE

Take Up To 6 Months To Pay

COFFEE - CANDY - CIGARETTES

105

$299

BROWSING

THERE S

Dry Cleaning

Try Us And
SAVE

Kappa vs.

Arner;ran 1,00410
30 to 6 45--Delto Upsilon vs Siomo Alpha Epsilon at Grant Elem School.
National League
5 30 to 6 45Kappa Alpha vs Alpha

Scoreboard
Baseball

to

Epsilon

On I.

7
WEDNESDAY. M ta a. 19.16

Closed Sunday
Complete Laundry
Service

A udrey’s

Three IL Games

Close Battle Expected
In Annual Spring Game
I

Ask To See

E. SANTA CLARA

SODAWATER

CY 2-6191

DRESS RIGHT ...
YOU CAN’T AFFORD NOT TO

EDITORIAL

The Part We Play

Don Dailey - Cyd Charisse
’ -BASKETBALL HI-LITES
of 1955
All Top Teams in Action

UNITED ARTISTS
Story

PIONEERS FOR ONE HUNDRED

The new approach is to bring the
’ class into the home of the student
by means of television

"SERENADEMa,o lonro - Joan Fontane
.6,$o-- OUR M’SS BROOKS

CALIFORNIA
’ALEXANDER THE GREAT"
111.chard Burton - fƒedt,11 Mulch
ALSO

"We are not undertaking this
project with the idea that it will
provide any ready-made solution,"
President J. Paul Leonard explained. "However, the problem,
SA’ hich face higher education are
so staggering and their solution so
:mportant to .the future that we
i)elieve every means of increasing
the effectiveness of the college
teacher needs to be explorc,i-

"Postmarked for DangerTERRY MOORE

MAYFAIR
Tochn-olo

EL RANCHO
’THE CONOUEROR
JOHN WAYNE

On Friday, May 3, a musical.
production will be given. On
Saturday, an alumni homecom-

TOWNE
OUTSTANDING’

"SAMARAI"
JAPANESE RUM
.n color

SARATOGA
"DIVIDED HEART"
"A Day To Remember"
STAN HOLLOWAY

CLASSIFIEDS
--------

FOR RENT
Two bedroom apartments
women students for summer afall sessions. Automatic wash at .
dryer. Chatter Hall, 246 S. lc
St., CY 3-3508 after 5 p.m.
.
Modern four rem apartm, it
S 11113 Si, unfurni.t.t.
per month, or will furnorli for
four. CY 7-1706.
$26 monthly-Men-Room, kitchen privileges, and linens. Vacancy.
Also reserve now for bummer
152 S. 9th St
New Orb’ boarding house. fall
semester, on Fraternity Row. CY2-5785
FOR SALE
SKIN DIVERS ATTENTION
Aqua-Lung and dry bug, $50
111161 Saratoga
Mc
_
.
moan IlLbahall piano, BM cash
Excellent c..
keys an
felt. 122(1 v
WANTED
Hawaiian Instramentallst for
-rout May 12 CV 3-1930
Inanist for Spanish mush-. Sereat.a.
Espanol. Manzanilla. ct .
( V -1930, afternoons.
PERS0/1AL
broils Wainer, call CY 3-1030,

.

t

cellation.

NORMAL 5(11001.

The college actually will be
ing tentatively is planned. On
both Monday, May 6, and Sat- celebrating the 1001.1i anniver.sary of the’ founding of Minns’
Evening Normal School of San
Francisco, which. in 1862, mereoa with the newly created State
!mat School, The campus was
,.
located in San Jose until it
was moved to its present
ti-.n in /870

of 9th & San Antonio
Stop at the Corner
for that Snack

Inca-

Meetings

Also

’APRIL IN PORTUGAL-

STUDENTS OF SAN JOSE STATE
0
Let it be known that on this day, May
9th, 1956, at 3:45 P.M. The Gamma Delta Chapter of The Kappa Alpha
Order will secede from the Union of the
United States and will from that moment on be under the jurisdiction of
the Confederate States of America.
0-The Gentlemen of Kappa Alpha

WE HAVE ’EM!

The "DESERT CASUAL"
It

c HOT
AND AT

90

ONLY
6 TO 12

MOST
POPULAR SPORT SHOE
OF THIS OR ANY YEAR
*eying vonitort beyond (anew,
cr
ley 5chool-1p Spot

stiee 7-/C
Iglu Phi AMU/

MOOMMol

hundreds and hundreds of requests from the surrounding
industries for graduate engineers. It is obvious we can’t fill

L

1 sLitraf ti..(Xgr
u MOE STORE
4! sa riiiiii
439 SOUTH FIRST ST.

hBetween Son Salvador
and WIlltarn Sli.

Open Thwrsday WO’s Ttl S P M

EUNICE SHAW S

1749 Pork Ave

Stanford Files Papers
Of Historian De Voto

Walt Disney s

"MUSIC LAND"

inoo,pin pool ,

Is Ova OWN ’CourThy wenote."CarferN
pRosty sumr.rt on) &LAM, 1:1.-tm 05- RINk

numbers about 50 students.
Each semester we’re flooded by

these requests," Dr. Ralph J.
Smith, professor of engineering.
stated last week.
"This June we will graduate
only 19 or 20 from the department. The iMpressive thing about
this low figure is that 14or in
other words, three-fourths of the
classalready
have been interBy ELEANOR TOGNOLI
urday, May I I.
lay will be
viewed and placed," he said
San Jose State College will be- I presented.
Students are regularly placzin its celebration of a century
ed at such industries in Santa
RECOGNITION DINNER
of educational achievement with
Clara ’alley as Ames Laborathe start of the fall semester, 1958.
For Tuesday, a Recognition tory, Stanford Research InThe observance will run through- Dinner has been scheduled. A stitute, Si Ivania Laboratories
out JRne, 1957 with activities con- mass student-planned barbecue, and the Interhasional Business
centrated in the period from May planned for approximately 6000 Machine
plant.
Engineering
2-11.
people, will be held Wednesday graduates are not restricted to
Joe II West. dean of educa- evening. On Friday night, a prethis area alone, Dr. Smith
tional service and summer ses- dance dinner and a student- pointed out. Many are placed
sion, was appointed in October. planned Centennial Ball are be- throughout the state and a few
of 1954 by President John T. ing planned.
out of state.
Wahlquist to head a Central CenBesides the planning of the
The Engineering Department
tennial Committee. Since then,
he, with division chairmen Dr. activities, other work slowly is has a very fine placement service
being
accomplished.
Dr,
BenDwight Bentel and Dr. Harold
for its graduating seniors. Often
Crain, and the various sub-com- jamin (alb-en is in the process seniors may be placed by the Busof
is
riting
the
college’s
hismittee heads have been planning ’
ine.ss and Technical Placement
tory. Also bushes of Spartan
the many scheduled events.
Service headed by Dr. Edward W
tosses, vivid orange-red flowClements.
COMMUNITY INCLUDED
ers, have been planted by the
Despite the rather gloomy prosCommunity members will join Faculty wives near the Home
In with the celebrating, accord- , Economies Building in the hope pect of not now being able to fill
all the requests needed for gradlog to Lowell C. Pratt, Centennial
that the Hosiers it ill be in
publicity chairman. Downtown bloom next spring and can be , uate engineers, Dr. Smith said
that he believes that before too
stores will have window displays, ; displayed in downtoisn sttn-e
lorg, it will be possible for the
and community leaders who have
indowss
department to place all engineering
contributed to the ’college in the :
past will be honored at a Recog- I
"Pioneers fm- IOU Years", a students right here in the Santa
slogan submitted by the "30" Clara Valley, if the emphasis on
nition Dinner
The
Club, and a contest-winning seal. industry here continues.
Homecoming
game
According to Dr. Smith, elccdrawn by Laura Hughes have
against Denver University on
trieal engineering seems to lie
November 3 actually will he been adopted by the Centennial
Committee. The seal depicts a the most popular branch of enthe opening gun of the year’s
festivities. "A (’entury of Spar"then and now" relationship, gineering today, but he predicts
showing a pioneer couple super- there soon will he a demand for
tan Sports" will be the theme of
the day for the Homecoming
imposed upon the modern archi- those men skilled in the field
of production metallurgs.
tectural structure
Parade and game.
The calendar for the spring
The committee has planned to
festivities will be officially inuse the slogan and seal on letteraugurated on Thursday, May 2 heads,
book covers, the 1956-57
with a president’s convocation, to
bulletin and as stickers. They
which delegates from colleges and
also may be used as a stamp canuniversities will be invited.

"THE CONQUEROR’
JOHN WAYNE
Aka

YEARS

wera Suer SOACreenni

Centennial Celebration
Plans Well Underway

(UP)San
SAN FRANCISCO
Francisco State College has taken
a new approach to the solution of
the ever-increasing problem of
how to teach more and more students with fewer teachers and in
’ decreasing classroom space

The Most Thnng
/4ƒ,s, Ever Mad

SOMMIL CAPRrAROL

metropolitan area is posing a
problem for SJS’ Engineering Department.
The problem: How to provide
the old and the rapidly incoming
industries with engineers.
The
demand is far greater than the
supply.
"Our average graduating class

TIIIS (’ONTESTAVINNING SEAL, submitted b) Laura Hughes,
has been accepted by the Centennial Committee as the official
seal for the 100-year celebration It will appear as a letterhead
on college stationery, on the 1956-57 college bulletin and will
be used for serious other purposes.

SFS Has New Idea
To Reach Students

I

PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

By JIM KALLENBACH

The current boom being witnessed throughout the San Jose

Son Josethe town, and SJSthe campus,
each continue to grow as population and registration
figures increase year by year. The city of San Jose
boasts a population of 126,850 personsthe largest
city in Santa Clara county. SJS growth keeps in step
with this rise as it increases not only in size, but
also contributes to the growth of the community.
In its 100 years of existence, the college has
reached the present registration of 9398 students.
College officials predict that number will mount to
14,400 in 1962.
To accommodate this increase in enrollment,
SJS has a tentative $26,649,037 capital outlay program for construction and new equipment. A cafeteria and art building top SJS five-year building outline.
Here s the advantage to this growth so far as
community
is concerned. According to a recent
the
market research survey, SJS students, faculty, administrators and other employes spend more than
15 million dollars per year in the community. The
survey further reveals that approximately 55 per
cent of the students, 18-24 years old, in this cornmunity will attend SJS.
Another contributing factor to the growth of the
community is that a great many of the students will
remain in San Jose after being graduated and enter
into business in this area.
Yes, San Jose is growing and the evidence indicates that SJS is a mCliOr contributor to the growth
of this community.

Show Slate
STUDIO
"MEET ME IN
LAS VEGAS"

L.

Demand Exceeds Supply of Engineers;
Only 50 Grads To Fill Hundreds of Jobs

WEDNESDAY, HAI S. 196

SPARTAN DAILY

All-College N’olleyball Tournament will start today at 7:30 p.
m. in the Women’s Gym.
--Alpha-Chi Epsilon wilt meet today at 7:30 p rn. in Room 11,
Alpha Beta Alpha will elect of, (leers at its meeting today at 7:30
’ p.m. in L2I2.
Camp Counselors Swap Shop
will meet today at 3:30 p m. in
Room 8 of the Women’sttlym
Canterbury Club will hold cornmunion at 7 p.m. tomorrow at the
First Christian Church, 80 S.
5th St.
lo Castellano will elect of, ficers at its meeting today at 7:30
p.m in Room 7
’ College Religious Council will
hold a beach party at Sea Cliff on
Saturday. Transportation and food
$1. Party will leave the Student
Y at 9 a.m.
Collegiate ( heistian Felloushlp
will meet tomorrow at 12.30 p.m
in Room 157
Deseret Club will meet today at
in p to. at the Institute.
English Major Clots/will hold a
, presentation of the Phelan Aw.:rds at its meeting tonight at 8
’oek in the Student Union,
Filing Twenty Club vill meet
8:30 p.m in E119.
Iota Delta Phi will meet in
front of CWC tomorrow at 7:45
p m for transportation to Dr.
Gregory’s home
International Students Organisation wiII meet tomorrow at
3 30 p.m. in the Green Room of
the SD Budding.
Newman Club will meet torlay
Newman
PhinEmr"inlonin
a
Kapp u.illIll
diais..uss
ihe ,7,1ncelsinn stand at the Spring
Bowl game at, its meeting today
at 2:30 p m. at the Spartan Stadium.
Social Affairs Committee will
honor Dr. Buford Hush at Its
meeting tomorrow at 3:30 ism in
the Student Union.
Sweets ’ill meet tomorrow a’
ri p.m in the Student Union
Student Y will meet tonight at
7.30 o’clock to hear a debate he. t oettn Dr.
E Ossn M. Broyles and’
Arnold
True
Tau Delta Phi will meet today
at 7.10 P nt in the Toner

STANFORD, Calif. (UP)Thc
personal papers and literary effects of the late historian and
critic. Bernard De Voln. have been
acquired by the Stanford University libraries.
Outstanding feature of the collection is the author’s vast correspondence with leading Beim>
of literature spanning a 30-year
period. Some of the letters will
have to be withheld from public
use until persons mentioned are n
longer living.
Also included among the more
than 5,000 volumes are manuscripts of De Voto’s published
works as well as material still in
progress at the time of his death
last November, The full extent of
the collection will not be known.
until it is shipped to Stanford
from De Voto’s home in Cambridge, 1ƒJal..

An Outstanding Offer
For One Day Only
Sunday, May 13th
t

Gene’s Rendezvous
A Complete
Sirloin Steak Dinner

1.65
Soup - Salad - Baked Potato
Strawberry Shortcake
Choice of Drink
(coffee, tea or full 12-oz. of milk)

MOTHER S DAY
MAY 13th
Remember
her wIth
flowers
from

;:t
,rt

FLOWER

CY 3-9821

1595 SO. FIRST ST

BAKMA’S

101,

CY 2-1508

See You Sunday

SHOP

nd

Santo Cn.

THE

CY

2-0462

(JEST DRESSED

MEN

ON

THE

CAMPUS

WILL

VERIFY THIS

FACT!

WHEN YOU MUST
LOOK YOUR BEST
There is No Substitute for

ARCEST AND F/NEST STOCK IN THE WEST

Rental or Purchase

IN SAN JOSE
75 SOUTH SECOND

Kgh fash,on Note
Accent yew Formal .411 o maretung
Cionmerbund of Cummervost and hi Set
SEW( oocks eye. 50 daletent
coloongs and ecotemil
SIM San Jose

Phone CYprcss 4.2322
OAKLAND
PfltgttlY
1124 Broadway
2017 5hatturk
rhone GL 21731
ghone TH 1.1312

SAN FRANCISCO
123 Kearny
Phone YU 6-6212

Stove open Every

Thursday Night to I 30 P.M.

41111MINEMII

411
SpaZtanetill

Second Section

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
pay,. 9
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SJS Gets Face Lifting
As Building Booms
1(5

DON NASH

building also

will

campus audio-visual

With

San Jose State’s five-year

under way,1

building

plan well
arc several buildings on the ’
college campus in different stages1

there

of construction.

San Jose State Grows ‘Up’

In addition. two others will start
within

a

few

months.

Administration

the

CI:Issroom

These

are

Building

and

the

Campus
relations

Second

Section

special

Spartan

Daily Town and

The student newsmen

program.

the

campus, the proposed

and the senior

and newswomen

activities for

have attempted

th ereaders a picture of the "goings-on" at SJS.The editors.
LITERALLY GROWING UP,

San

construction

take shaps as ce.

projects

begin to

Jose

wing sand in the

of cement forms as they pour

midst

levels of

in the upper

Seventh

the concrete

the building. Even

and San

five.year

though

are not finished, new construction

these projects

the

I s to be started soon on a classroom building and

Fernando streets.

major capital outlay

accompanying

story

The proposed

budget outlined

provides

for

many

in

WILBUR SIMS
Approximately one seventh-of the total funds to he spent for
construction and new equipment in the state colleges of California will
be spent at San Jose State College.
Between now and 1962 approximately $26,649,0:7 will he spent
for new buildings and equipment in those buildings.
this:

for

1956-57

$1,1117,600

1957-58
1958-59
1959-60

7,922,240
7.844,997
6,891,0011

1960-61

2,883,200

1961-62

188,700

(Equipment budget
total

state

approximately

Women’s

50,000

more

eludes

and

as well

Hall.

re-

the corporation yard
Buidling.

president’s

on-campus

an

home,

and an insectary and greenhouse to provide
facilities for
growing and preservation of

of

plant material and animal

state university,

time

for

an

emphasis

rapid

Equivalent

Full-

enrollment

979 in

Maritime

is

factor in the increas-

population

of the

colleges is

that there
is an everincreasing intetrest in education.
This can be blamedor attributed, as the case may beto the
the fact

trend

toward

will

specialization.

factor

another

will be located near the
tion

of

San

streets in

the

Carlos
area

the faculty fcr
street

intersec-

K01,1 156471

in the

be the coming

Still

future

near

of age of the ’

of the war years
the colleges assume this

As

greater

burden
and

morrow,

it

of

training

business
will

men

used

San

which , 9. The portion
of
adjacent
Irons the playing

Eighth

to.

citizens

of

the

constructed

Speech
Vie

and

Drama

Spartan

Shop,

Building
will

be

brags...

The seasob’s most
sensational catch .

FLANNEL SLACKS!
1565

for

statethose

who are students nowto

realize

es.
This

of the

ily is

ten state colleges in the state.
The mimeographed copy of the

building

program

primar-

based on the anticipated in-

creased

enrollment

year

on a

basis.

year

by

the

importance

and

provide

moves for

of

active

their

the

colleges.

leadership

in .

improvement and

advancement

California state college major capital

outlay

consists

program

ENROLLMENT HIGII IN

of

The

46 pages of detailed financial data.
At the recent March meeting of
State Board of Ed-

the California
ucation

this

program

wit

offici-

ally approved on a tentative basis.

drawn

If

dents.

any

changes

probably

are

made,

they

the

San

Jose

a

State

we can

look

at

the

building

in-

merit

list

to

equip

new

only the ,

buildings

are provided for the year
the

ing

construction

In the

1956-57

follow-

funding.

school year

;
the

cafeteria is to be started
In

the

1957-58

school

year,

an Art Building is to be started
as

svell

an

as

Building.

a

Industrial

Health

Arts

Services

a Faculty Office
Building and a Student .ActiviHies Building. In that same scar
money probably will be appropriated
install a new lighting
system in the present science
Building, to remodel the main
Buildimz.

building

and

to

acquire

new

property
one-half blocks.

at

by no means

Students Organize
Political Groups
SJS will

have two groups

elections.

tial

"n carnpus

Already

is

a

of

indicated that

probably

w ill

the

board

tis
h

num-

he

changed.

of

Santa

Clara

orgaRtzed

democratic group

known as the Student
members

par-

ticipating in the coming presiden-

Democrats

County.

In

the ,

is
process of being organized
, group of Young Republicans

a

the developments ! Bob Bick is president of the
of the state college program in
Student Democrats. This simunet
other areas of the state.
For example, a new s tate cut- members. of the group will work
actively in the campaign.
or Stanlege in Alameda County
Democrats is a
The
Student
islaus
County or
both greatly county
organization.
Students
dependent on

In general

of the buildings

budgets

year

ruling

her

not the equip-

projects,

stuem-

have

dividua1 projects provided for in
the program For purposes of space
conservation, we will

that

thing
The

projects down in to more minute
details.

14,400

The state board has

on the limited capacity
of SJS, but is rather a theoretical

funds.
BUILDINGS OF THE FUTURE
Breaking

1962-63

of the enroll-

phasized that this is

be in the direction

will

more

of

culmination

increases is expected for
San Jose about 1962-63. Tentatively a theoretical limit . has been
ment

could
of

influence

San

Jose

the

State

service
This

area

’would

San

from

Jose

Junior

College.

have the effect of lightening the SJS, and Santa Clara University
There are no limitations
load here, at least temporarily. ! belong.
Even if the 14.400 line were on g
"I believe that students should
drawn here. SJS would still have
the highest enrollment trl the state have a voice in local political afCollege system in 1966-67, accord- fairs. and I urge students who .
have a desire to make their politing to the estimates.
ical views known to work actively
The
total number of students
diending state colleges in
that in the political party of their
’
choice," remarked Bick.
will probably be about 96,The group
of Young RepubliVA according to officials in the
cans should be active on campus

capital

GREAT STATE COLLEGE
GROWTH .

equal to about six and

The

figures

and

by

June according

er,

Kit

facts

related

in

to its

orgliniz-

Brown.

Requirements
the

Young

to

register

for

membership

are
here are inciiciative of the Ire- thgt one must beRepublicans
18 years old. a
for a new library addition, an niendous growth that the state registered Republican or intendThe

program,

Engineering

.1, outlined,

Building

Music Building

Building,
In

in

the

Arts Building

a

a Classroom

and

1958-59

addition,

the remodeling

addition,

additon. an Aero-

nautcs Building.

year

calls

plans

of the

for

school
call for

Industrial

conversion

to a

college system
and

is

The

is

now witnessing,

a preview
need

for

of the

future

expanded .college

facilities in California is further
stressed when the migration in
the state is taken into considers(ion.

Science Building, an

State officials also have Stated- that they believe in the future the state colleges Mill have
to assume a bigger proportionate share of the college training Work. Inasmuch as the private universities and the state
universities are not of such a

hall and

rature that they can expand as
rapidly as can
col-

Journalism

Building,

remodeling

or the Horne Economics
and ;Ole development

PLANS

The capital
1959-60
ence

calls

Building.

FOR 1959-61
outlay
for

Building,

a

a

program
Natural

for

Sci-

Police-Military

outdoor physical education facility, a residence
a

parking

lot.

The program for 196,11-6i

calls

the state

legea.

This is primarily due, In

ing

as

a

Worsted flannel slacks
of warm, luxurious 1007f.
wool flannel especially
desi..;ned for btep-sitting
and co-ed watching. Expensively tailored from a press
holdi:v: fabric with many
extra features found only
in top-dra:.%-er slac:;s1 Browns,
grays or charcoals. 29 to 42.

Republican

when old enough. and must be interested.
The Young
work

Republican also will
in the community

actively

this slimmer doing precinct
and

working

at

work

headquarters

BALL COMMITTEES
The senior ball committee includes Rosemarie Pcdone. decorations; Bob Bush. publicity; Connie

Ford,

burl

and

bids;
Joyce

Richard

bid I

McPherson

and I

sales;

and

Carol

Lucas, -guests

ones

Dale

DeLam-

DeBenediti,

and

chaper-

May

street

field to San Antonio street will be designated as
faculty parking.
This
playfield
started in appreximately a month.
should be ready by fall.
The
three-story structure shwil.1
Early in April, the state legbe
o57completed prior to February islature
allocated funds for the
near-million dollar cafeteria
building to he built at the interIn addition to housing the phi:.ƒpsychology
and
social section of Eighth and SAII An
sophy,
science departments, the new
streets.
will

of

biological science cours-

Antonio
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$26,649,037 Program
In Five-Year Budget
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andio-visual center, later to he followed hj an administration building. These structures %ill he
built on the present drill field at the turner of
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ment and steel weld budget figures into a reality.
Workmen atop the new library
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Bids for the construction of
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should start in .everal months.
This structure will be on the
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San Jose State Is Going to Town
Yes, State is going to town in a big way . . . new buildings, new faculty,
new enrollment . . . you have given San Jose a college’ to be proud of.
We have always valued our association with State and appreciate the op-,
portunity of serving you . . . for we know as the campus grows, so does the
town.
Next year is your Centennial
Pioneers for 100 Years.- It is this pioneering
spirit that accounts for your success.
We join you in celebrating this past success but we also look forward with
great interest to your next 100 years . . . to your future achievements.
Here’s to a bigger Town and Campus . .

. 0:0\ P
w
San Remo

Judd’s Hosiery Co.

Laundre Brite

California Book Co.

Gene’s Rendezvous

Paul’s BBQ

W. T. Grant

Leo & Jess Service
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Store

Twice Read Books
Campus Creamery

Spartan Book
Store

Moyer Bros.
Music House

The Coop

Herolds

The Dutch Mill

Globe Printing Co.

Silva’s Shell Service

Hunter’s
Office Equip. Co.

Vesuvio’s
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’Greatest Newspaper’
Throws A Bouquet

RPAR/.4141 0.401.1.4V-11

Sigma Delta Chi Deadline Dinner
To Be Held Tonight in CWC Hall

t
I/ƒ.,111oll AA
IS) BILL HOBART!’
lion are at present readjournalism fraternity. will sponsor editor and publisher of the San
This is a feature "on the Spar- ing it. Look around and bre all
its annual Deadline Dinner tonight Francisco Jeiviah Cummunity But
other people who are readtan Daily." This is tie conceited the
in the Catholic Women’s tenter let in
it. Look around And see how
staff of a college newspaper ing
hall at it o’clock The dinner is
Skits ano an award for the FacpeapIr strap their lunches in
throwing bouquets at itself
sponsored yearly to raise funds for ulty Man of the Year" are also ta
it, and Ss ipe their mouths ss:th
I’m nut responsible for this; it
%amiss projects of the organization be featured
after eating tura fish sandwas assigned to me by an omni- it
and to send a delegate to the na
Price IS A3 per person
potent female editor-1’m just st Laws.
tional convention of the fraternity
The Drama Department uses
wilting It.
at
tonight’s
dinner
u
ill
Speaker
The Spartan ILII is perhaps it to pruteet the floor whfle they
he Eugene Block, giving a neus
Ride
the greatest sollege nessspaper paint sets; the Art Department
paperman’s view of the current
uses it to make paper mache;
UNITED
TAXI
In the st odd. This is admittedBlack
...Inflict in the Middle East.
!
and the English Department uses
Is
an unsupported statement:
Middle East I
is
a
stailent
of
the
on
dates
it
to
point
out
the
characteristics
bat nes erthrless it is the opin, and nas traveled there.
of poor writing
CY 4-2324
ion of the paper’s staffand
He worked for 25 years with the
ss ho Are brtter ta judge on the
Production of the Spartan
ht.fore
’
san
Francisco
Call-Bulletin
qualits of a newspaper than the
Daily is a laboratory class; the
people vs ho product. It? Cer- main purpose of which is to train
tainly nut the readers, with
journalism majors in tne protheir sixth grade intrilled (on fession of their choice
ENGLES & BROWN
the average).
Like any other bunch of beWholesale
This here newspaper is one of gi llllers we are prone ta make
Purveyors
41 college dailies in the Unite
mistakes, and we make some
States. Of the approximately $9 - lulus. Our mistakes are right
of
090 needed annually to put it
there
eversone tu seerne
out, about $14.000 of it comes thing for
"Fine
Meats"
%kr can’t do is cover them
from student-bAly card fund,. up It is perhaps harder to foul
that means that in a way the the instructors in the JOUrtlaii.
community. In the picture, left to right, are oneA TYPICAL SAN JOSE STATE family is the Neil
Hotels - Restaurants
students are subscribers of tho ism Department than in any
yearold Darrell, Phyllis and Neil. City merchants
Daniele family shown above going over the monthpaper Advertising sales make up other.
Institutions
would be wise to make a bid for such a family’s
ly budget. The families of college students create
the remaining $25,000
business.
photo by Hawkins
Some of the members of the The Spartan Daily has quite a much of the buying power of the school in the
170 Younger Ave.
Son Jose
CY 7-0895
staff are the hardest working lot of influence. Many of its gradPeon’s. on this campus: some are uates find work in San Jose and
fairly hard working, and some adjacent communities. Many of
STOP IN FOR A SNACK
the newspapers in Northern Caliare just plain lazy.
fornia look to the SJS Depart- ,
at
The Spartan
Daily Is widely
ment of Journalism for adv:ce.
44
The Spartan Daily gets around:
copies are distributed far and
wide over the West. I went down
to the mailing room to talk to
Charles Earnest. who does the
ducted by twii members of the
ter adding to this figure the
its DON NASII
mailing. I thought that maybe’,
What advantage does a San Spartan Daily Advertising Staff , number of instructors, adininissome went to Tibet or Mozambitrators, maintenance men and
(Across from the High School)
que (hence material for a fea- Jose businessman get when he last fall.
various twrsons not
connectThe advantage Is the fact
ture); it turns out that none do. advertises in the Spartan Daily?
school
%%
Ito
read
the
SHAKES
. . . MALTS . . . SUNDAES
ed with the
This is a question asked often, that San Jose Stair students,
However, copies go to many but
paper, It is estimated that the
which
has
a
simple
answer.
11111culity,
ad
strators
And
HAMBURGERS
... STEAK . . . SHRIMP
colleges in the country as ex- It is simple in the black and white
spartan Daily has a readermaintenance department siwnd
change
papers.
All
the
adship
of
many
more
than
10,of a market research survey con- over 15 million dollars a sear
vertisers receive copies of the
000.
in San Jose. To be mare spedissue in which their ads run.
fir, 515.638.751 is spent in A
Another factor that a San Jose
In addition to this, copies are
nine-month period.
biLsinessman !oust consider is the
mailed to subscribers scattered
The survey, conducted by Nancy fact that 12 per cent of the studaround the country: past studInglis and Aaron Levy under the ent body is married and will be
ents and ex-faculty members.
After studies. toils and troubles, supervision of Carl R. Hoffmann, looking for family goods. This
Won’t Pvt. Daniel S. Falconer, seniors will reach the climax of
Daily Advertising De- praients another big sales posUS 56 265 445, Med. Co., 13th Inf. their four years at San Jose State Spartan
partment adviser, was made by sibility for the merchant.
Reg , Ft. Carson, Colorado, be sur- College.
interviewing 600 students at ranSURVEY RESULTS
115 S. First St. - San Jose prised to see his name in the paAll seniors will report to the dern.
perhow are you, Daniel?
survey. which is to be pubSpartan track June 3 at 3 p.m.
The
for
Baccalaureate ceremonies. STUDENTS MEAN BUSINESS lished later, breaks the amount
A further result of the survey spent by San Jose personnel Thus,
Parents and friends will be on
hand to watch as the seniors, be- revealed that 55 per cent of the it is easy to see just what is
ginning at 4 p.m., go through the people in the 18 to 24-year old "selling."
services. Speaker for the ser- bracket in this area attend San
The .Advertising Department
vices will be the Rev. John T. Jose State College. Since many
has planned A big promotion for
Foudy, assistant superintendent from this group will remain in next fall at which time pamof Catholic schools in San Fran- San Jose after graduation, these phlets will he sent to the busare the ones a wise merchant will
cisco.
inessmen esip4aining
the adSeniors report to the Spartan cultivate for future business, in vantages they receive from
1745 El Camino
track
addition
to
present
financial
dealon
June
8
at
3
p.m.
for
Spaghetti - Ravioli
Spartan Daily advertising.
commencement exercises. Guest ing’s.
Mountain View
From these few general facts,
speaker for the occasion will be
It vs-as found that 99 per cent
Order your copy today at the
James Mussatti, member of the of the student body reads the ’ it readily can be seen that San
.rose
should
be
happy
to
have
state
board
of
edii,
:own
Spartan
Daily
The Best Italian Food
regularly.
AfCooked To Taste
Graduate Manager’s Office
the college here and the 1512
million dollar spending power of
or the La Torre Booth in the Outer Quad
the school easily gives the businessman who advertises in the
Spartan Daily an advantage.

Business Men Profit By
Spartan Daily Advertising

Studies, Toils, Troubles
To End With Graduation

Foster’s Freeze
220 E MAIN ST.
LOS GATOS

Order your copy today
you may never have another
chance to get your La Torre
once these are gone.

’111.111Guys that really
rate make a
Mont i’s
dinner date!

Relation

La Torre

PIZZA PIE

Ballroom or Beach!

Contact lenses let you enjoy all the fun of summer with all
of your normal freedom . . . Come in and see us today..
We will be glad to give you all of the details.

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES

113 S

JOE ALLEN
FIRST Si-.

FRANK JACKSON

Technicians

CY 7-5174

Get Ready for a Summer

campus

activities,

providing

compilation of data, announcements and news. Most of the work
he performs on the publication is
writing, and he is fortunately not
required to do much digging for
material.
Of his other duties, working
with local and state newspapers
probably takes up the majority of
Pratt’s work day. He fills many
requests for information concerning the college, student activities,
questions regarding the current
building program and sundry
other items.
Not only information, hut
pictures

of activities and persons associated ss ith the college
are passed along to many Papers. And he says he is constant-

-encouraging

pers to do

the

San

Jose pa-

feature articles about

college."

adviser to the Student Public Relations Committee, he has
a some authority over the groups
workings and spends some time
weekly (’ampus Digest.
aiding the students in their proAlong with these regular act- motional- projects These include
ivities, he is in the process of pre. thn new Guide to the Campus,
paring for the Centennial Year
will be published in the
celebration, slated for next fall which
near future. This publication will
and spring.
attempt to tellthrough word
As ifs this weren’t enough to and pictureabout many of the
keep a person occupied. he is ad- on-campus activities, the buildviser to the Student Public Re- ings and courses Of study.
lations Committeee and teaches a
When completed, the Guide will
regular newswriting class.
be made available to many high
Of all these acts-Hies. he ad- school seniors and other groups
mits that the Campus Digest is and individuals interested in San
possibly the major project. "The
Jose State Many newspapers will
Digest.
he says,
is the officreceive copies as will the local
ial media of information be- Chamber of Commerce
tueen the college administraAs we said, selling the college
tion and the employes."
is a full time job. If you’re still
The Digest has been a part of I not convinced, drop into the Pubhis work since it’s creation In lie Relations Office and ask the
1952. It is mainly a matter of I man behind the desk
As

The new Arrow FREE-WAY
puts "action" in a shirt . . .
Here’s a knitted shirt just made for
active sports (and lounging around,
as well). The feather-light fabric
is bias-cut for perfect freedom in
any position. The hack, cut longer
than the front, lets the collar fit
your neck just right. In 20 colors.
Wear it correctlywith the Arrow
Bermuda shorts (6 different colors)and you’ve made the per.
fect choice for summer FREE.
VAY, $3.95. Shorts, $3.95 up.

licity

for many of the school’s
departments and compiling

fir /

SWIM SUITS
COTTON BLOUSES
COTTON SKIRTS
QUILTED SKIRTS
SWEATERS, SHRUGS

thin

pub-

SUN
TOGS
HOFFMAN’S

By JOHN SPALDING
In many respects, the business
of selling San Jose State to the
city, state and prospective students is like selling any other marketable product.
Every product needs a salesman to promote it, and the college has a man who fits the salesman role exactly. Lowell C Pratt,
associate professor of journalism
and head of the Public Relations
Department, is the man who promotesor sellsthe colleg’e.
Pratt. a Columbia graduate
(Class of 1920) and a member of
the faculty since 1947, finds selling his product a full time job.
ins main duties are furnishing newspapers with informs-

speakers for various off campus functions. handling

of fun . .. in

FROM

Pratt’s ’Public
s’
’Sells’ SJS to Community

1444

PEDAL PUSHERS
T-SHIRTS
SLIM-JIMS
HALTERS
SHORTS

HOFFMAN’S
SWEATER SHOP
31 South Second Street

See CONNIE

PIZZA
FIT
FIR
16

at the

COLLEGE BOWL

Under New Management
SNACK PIZZA’S 40c
Spaghetti and Ravioli
It 1
Served or to take out
Open Friday and Saturday 11 a m. to 1 a m.
354 FAST SANTA CLARA
CV 7-9961

O.

first in fashion
SKIRTS

TIES

SlACKE

The new Arrow FREE-WAY k here!
1
7’
1.

There’s not a man on campus who can’t use one
of these new action-hack shirts. For tennis, golf
or most any sport, the unique cut of the Arrow
FREE-WAY prevents binding or straining
ever. (There’s plenty of style in these shirts, too.)
In 20 smart colorsand we have most of them
for your selection. Arrow FREE-WAY, $3.95.

?

?
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Senior Class Looks Back on College Days;
Triumphs, Hard Work Head Class’ History
Bs ROB LINDSEY

year. This year, it was our tui.
out-dance,:
Armed with the usual ukeleles, , to be out-tugged and
at the mixslide rules, and rooters caps, 1500 (but never out-done),
keep’
eager freshmen converged upon ers, and we succeeded in
the eager :
the State College in September, the plaque from
a 1,
1952. and soon it was apparent naive freshmen (it seemed
had been ti.
that the Class of ’56 was one that time since we
freshmeh,
would be rembered fur a long same eager and naive
time
Our most popular activity of
We got our first taste of San this year WAS the sophomore
Jose State at Freshman Camp, Class sponsored lacults Show:
and even though most of us were ta our SlIrPriSe,
r SAW that
blue in the face from answering the faculty had other talents
an inane question about 1776, we than signing Blue Cards and
all were happy that we were giving exams on the warmest
"Spartans from the Start."
days in Spring. Lovely Gild
1Valson was the class’ candidate
Most of us survived the confor Soph Doll at the Intercollegtusion of our first registration.
iate Soph Hop. and We were all
and under the able advising of
happy to see her
Mr. Harrison ateCreath, the
class was soon organized and
Pract.eally all of our 3,.iniur
eorking on its first project,
on (and worried
the Freshman Class Blood Drive. year we worked
Junior Prom. We didn’t
Our first endeavor V. as highly about) the
but the
successful, not only in "drain- do too well financially,
dance itself was completely sucthe
veins,"
hut
it
also
proving
Club
ed the abilitt of the new class cessful. Castlewood Country
was beautifully decorated in a
to work together.
i misty "Mood Indigo," and Phil
Three times t..a: :,var we out- I Bovero’s music was very dancetugged, out-danced. and out-did , able. We sold snow cones, rumthe sophomores at the Frosh- ’ mage, "fudge ’n apples." and by
Soph mixers, and all three times June. we had just about paid-off
the second-year men deceitfully
Ithe deficit from the dance.
kept the winners’ plaque from
us. Following a clothing drive I Our senior year got off to a
which netted several tons of bad start with the announcement
clothes for charity, we began plans that we would have to take finals;
wore black arm-bands
for our most memorable freshman , seniors
activity, the "Frosh Frolic" at and flags flew at half-mast that
Adobe Creek. We were disap- day.
pointed with the attendance, but
THESE TWO MEN hate seen the Class of ’56 through four years
those of us who did attend we,
of college activities. From paper drives and rummage sales to the
never forget the good time th
Senior Ball and graduation, Harrison McCreath (left) and James
was had
Jacobs (right), Senior Class advisers, have been ready mith a helpWe began our second year wie.
photo by Downs
a case of "sophomore anemia,ing hand and valuable counseL
Fresh brook trout, scrambled
but it took only a couple of months
to regain the spirit of our first eggs, potatoes. hot biscuits, tom ato juice and coffee will be th e
menu for the senior breakfast
sponsored by the Alumni association. according to Miss Peg
Major, secretary.
N,,,,,,/
710104/1,/,111
The breakfast will be held June
\ I rli.L t tlic LOtel 1,1.\cr ,urroundcd Fy a mibiatute park
8. in the barbecue grounds at Lou’s and -;-1mg flowers will set the atmosphere for this year’s senior .ball,
288-90 Pork Ave. CY 5-921
Village, Miss Major continued. "Spnng Time in Paris,- according to Allen Hahn, dance chairman.
Approximately 450 persons are
Free Parking in Rear
Approximately 1500 persons are expected to attend the ball
expected to attend the event.
the bigc;est dance of the yearto be held May 26, a Bay Meadows
Turf Club in San Mateo.

Fresh Trout To Adorn
Senior Breakfast Table

rff

e Tower,
Set Atmosphere at Annual Senior Ball

ROBERT LAWS

We’re Proud of This Record
For over 25 years, we have had at least
one or more San Jose State College students as part-time employees and we re
glad to report we have never had a disappointment
. We are strong for State
students.

Curtis Lindsay Inc
Books

Cards

Stationery

Pens

77 SOUTH FIRST ST.

Gifts
CY 2-4161

GRADUATION
!FT’S
z ct:pir

SWAMI S
MOINE’
Soorki Ns
Pen::
9759

Ce)

SNORKEL PEN
Perfect graduation gift...the
world’s only clean-filliag pto.
n010 1115t

, Spring Time in Paris

$1000

Senior Day Men
Features Prime Rib

The Dave Pell Octet will provide the music for the evening,
and will present some of the fine
arrangements from their Atlantic
Capitol and Trend albums.
In the last Metronome and
Downbeat polls, Pell placed second and third respectively in
the saxophone division, and the
Octet placed in the "top ten.
Jazz critics all over the country have acclaimed it as an intriguing and fresh new group.

For the menu for Senior Day
hungry seniors decided that a
prime rib, in a choice of rare.
medium or well-done would tantalize the taste-buds of the tenderest tasters.
The seniors will enjoy. free of
charge, a program set up for them
by Sherry Nuernberg. Senior Day
chairman. and her committee that
includes Ray Bitterman, Jim Cottrell and Allen Mann on May 24
at Adobe Creek Lodge, beginning
at 12 noon and ending at 12 midnight.
Guests of the seniors may not
attend, however, without a $3
’ charge.
Since most of you twill favor
the menu, here’s the rest of it:
Corn-on-the-cob, hot buttered
i:;*-artic bread and a tossed salad.
followed by ice cream for dessert.
Sound good? Jus hol’ on there.
pahdner!
Before you begin to wallow in all
of that splendor. Miss Nuernberg
has planned a day of activity for
eager participants.
Swimming, volleyball and softball will dominate the scene during the day. You’ll get a chance
to work up a good appetite
If you’re not WO filled with the
delicacies of the menu. you may
enjoy dancing to the music of
Bob Berry’s seven-piece band.
which will be playing for the seniors and their dates in the Supper Club Couples also may dance
out doors.
-

Intermission entertainment will
feature a professional quartet
from Palo Alto called the "Hi
Tones" The group performs in
costume and will present a comedy show, singing burlesque songs
of the past,
METRONOMES TO ENTERTAIN
The "Metronomes," a quartet
made up of SJS students, also
will entertain during the intermission. The "Metronomes" are a
new group and have been performing with the SJS Glee Club.
The dance is expected to be
better than ever and is open to
the student body," Hahn announced. "All seniors are urged
to attend, as the senior hall is
an excellent place to meet other members of the senior class,"
Hahn continued. Bids will be

First Engravings

LINDS kY’S

BOOKS -- STATIONERY
77 SO

1st St

GIFTS
CY 2-4161

tin June 10, 1135, tie So.,:i.11
Daily announced that it would have
halftone engravings (photo-engrav
ing) as a regular feature in the
coming year One of the first en
gravings to be made was a picture
of the photo-engraver making one ,
of the first halftones.

DAVE PELL

I ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
YOU W LI FIND

Breaded Veal Cutlet

THE FINEST

with Vegetable

FOOD
Al

LARGE BOTTLE MILK

.85c
I 0(

ARCHIE’S

545 South Second

/a.m. to 9 p.m. CV 5-987

7911111MMIMIIMMIIMƒ

11,111

on "air May 7, At the Student
Affairs nosiness Office. There
are A limited number. Hahn
said. and those interested in attending the dance should pick
up the bids early.
The Las for seniors are included in the senior fee and may b..
obtained with other senior activity tickets, May 7
Proper attire for the dance will
be formal, Men, however, may
wear suits, Haim :tressed. The
dance still be held from 9 p.m.
until I a m.
’ Chaperone, attending the dance
are Mks Helen Dimmick, Mrs
Izetta Pritchard, Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Benz, Mr. and Mrs Walters, Mr Robert Martin and Dr
and Mi. Donald Wortmann

Senior’s Place
In Social World
Theme of Talks

;Peggy Major Plus Staff
’Contact 19,000 Graduates

The ever widening circlethe
circle of relationships between
the graduating senior and himself. his God, his family, his community. his state, his country and
the worldis the theme a this
semester’s Senior Briefing series.
In an attempt to "Put a cap
or a zipper on four years of college, and to put the A B. degree
in a democratic context and a
unified program," the Senior
Briefing program was put into
being, according to James Jacobs, senior class adviser.
Dr. Arturo Faille began the
Briefing series with a lecture
on "Responsibility to the Self."
Dr Faille also spoke to the seniors on "Your Job and You," givmg the initial opening to the
theme of the ever widening circle
of the seniors’ relationships.
Rabbi Joseph Gitin presented
a moving lecture on "Your Family and Your God," according to
Jacobs, followed by a talk oh
"General Education Has Value
for Life," given by Dr. William
Sweeney.
Jack Massen, assistant city
manager of San Jose spoke to
the Briefing session March 22,
stressing the fact that "Good
City Government Is Your Responsibility."
Dr. John Wahlquist spoke on
"San Jose StateAlma Mater,"
followed by Dr. William Vatcher’s
talk on "World Affairs Are Your
Affairs."
Miss Dorothy Kaucher presented a lecture,entitled ’’Leisure
How to Live It Up"
Professor Jack Holland spoke
on ’Modern Business is Your
Job" at the last briefing session,
and tomorrow Jacobs is present: ing what he calls a "Surprise
Package."

The Alumni Office is located
off 7th street on San Carlos street Here Miss Peggy Major and her two woman staff, Mrs.
Helen Ayares and Miss Marilyn
Hull, do the tremendous job of
keeping 19,000 alumni informed
about campus activities.
The staff’s main task is to offer individual service to alumni.
At present Miss Major and her
staff are busy preparing for the
annual Spring Alumni Day celebration May 26 They have mailed’ out more than 23,000 pieces
of literature in connection with
this event.
The college does not pay for
the salaries of the staff, furniture
or office supplies. These items
are paid for by the SJS Alumni
Association. The state supplies
only the office space. Publishing
the monthly magazine, "Spartan
Review," is an important job
done by Cie Alumni Office. The
Review featured in its last issue

Seniors To Have
Roast Beef Dinner
Roast beef! Sounds good? That’.
the menu for the Senior banquet
which takes place June 7 at the
Exposition Hall at the Santa Clai,,
County Fair Grounds.
Travelers to the scene will he.,
Henry Bonner McDaniel, proftesor of psychology and cducati,
at Stanford University, who vol
appear as guest speaker Dr Job..
T. Wahlquist, president of Sal.
Jose State College, will speal,
briefly to the banquet attender
Don Abinante, senior class president, will speak to the senio:
class menibers and their 30 SJS
faculty guests.
Catering service for the affi,;,
will be furnished by Lou’s Village.

Senior Briefing Session will
come to a close with a talk by
Dr. Palmer on the background
of "Graduation-Ceremonies, Caps
and Gowns."

Senior Family Day
To Honor Relatives
Senior Class invites parents,
wives, husbands, and other relatives to visit SJS on Family Day,
held this year June 7. Guests will
enjoy a full day of activity scheduled by Nancy Costantino, chairman of the Family Day festivities.
Guests will meet with instructors in the departments corresponding to the major field of
each student at 1 p.m. for an informal open house.

1%"-The Curtain
is open . . . on
the Best PIZZA
in town . . . at

The Holland
We also feature

delicious Ravioli,
Spaghetti, and
lasagne
Fountain Service
Open 24 Hours
Coe 12th and Santa Clara

MOLER BARBER COLLEGE
Features

HAIRCUTS ... 50 cents

Jacobs explained the Briefing
as having a many-fold purpose
other than summarizing the four
years of separate disciplines experienced by individual students.
Senior briefing is used to transact senior business, make job announcements, and advise on job
approachment.

We Also Offer
at Equally Low Prices

HOT OIL TREATMENTS
SHAMPOO CLAY PACK SHAVE

Senior activities are planned
and voted on in the sessions, and
Jacobs pointed out that due to the
tremendous amount of refunds
on senior fees. next year’s senior
activities are in serious threat
of being discontinued.
However, the President’s Council will make the final derision
on the matter, Jacobs added.

REST FACIAL
All Work Supervised by Licensed Instructors
41 WEST SAN FERNANDO ST

Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Sat

Top Phelan Authors
To Get Prize Money
Winners of the Phelan literary
contest will receive their prize money at a special meeting tonight
at 8 o’clock in the Student Union,
according to Mrs. Patty Gerblick,
English Department secretary.
Mrs. Gerblick said that Dr. Darold P. Miller, head of the English
Department, will present the cash
awards to the winners.
Top winner in the contest is Jim
Leigh. He will he agarded prize
money amounting to $160 for his
original fiction and verse.
Other winners in the conic,’
were Edith Alcock, James Ahern,
Julia Bolton, Slasako Kawauchi,
Rosemary Smith, James Houston,
and Elisabeth Keller.
A portion of Phelan award winning material appears in Reed.
SJS’s annual literary magazine,
which went on sale this morning.
Leigh is editor of the magazine.
Following the presentation of
the awards, a student panel composed of English majors will discues poetry gritten by three faculty members: John J. Gross, assistant professor of English, Dr
Otho C. Williams, professor of Eng
lish, and Landis S. Everson, in
structor in English.
The fleeting is open to anyom
interested, Mrs. Gcrblick said.

a story by associate professor of
sociology T. S. Esselstyn, entitled,
"Handling the Criminal "
The hardest part of her work.
according to Miss Major, is keeplng up the Alumni filing system which contains the addresses
of the more than 19,000 students
of SJS, win) have been graduated since the office opened.

. TAKING CHANCES
You Can Avoid -Bad Breaks
With Good Brakes . . . Be
Sure You Can Stop Safely

Every Time

BRAKES ADJUSTED
AND TESTED
Your Brakes
May Be Weak,
Let Us Look

1.50
8 Shoe Hydraulic

. . . For this Small $1.50 Charge we
. errt(lVe Front Wheels
Adios! Seevac Blokes
Pow out Dot
S ’.1.eck Master Cyltnder
trepect Hydraulic bele%
inspect Lining and Drums

Aritust Pedal Cicerones!

Adjust Wheel Bearings
. Pressure Test System
Glue Real Road Test

WE GIVE
YOU AN
tVEN 9119NE

OFFICIAL BRAKE STATION
NO. 231

We Never Fail . . .
to give the utmost in
personal service
to San Jaw State StOcknts

TROY

LAUNDRY
and

DRY CLEANING
15Ts LASH & CARRY DISCOUNT

722 -726 ALMADEN AVE. CY 3-$668

540 SO. FIRST ST.
CY2-7864

